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Abstract 

Producers in the wine industry are competing in an increasingly global marketplace. The 

phenomenal growth of the Chinese economy over the past decade has encouraged 

international suppliers to enter the Chinese market. Simultaneously, there has also been a 

significant growth of production and marketing of wines by Chinese-owned wineries. 1 

This report will provide details about China’s potential to become the biggest export market 

for international wine producers and –traders, both in volume and value sales in Asia, along 

with China’s ability to infiltrate foreign markets through strategic marketing of its own 

domestically produced wines. 

The Chinese local wine-producing industry has rapidly improved the quality of its wines since 

the introduction of Vinifera varieties and the many partnerships formed with foreign 

companies. The strategy of cooperation with large international wine groups not only 

enhances their competitiveness in the fast-growing local market, but also helps them to gain 

footholds in export markets for future global expansion. A number of domestic giants control 

the industry, and imported bulk wine is considered an economical and practical way to 

import quality wine and supply the market with competitively priced wine, in order to make up 

for what the Chinese can not produce themselves. 

The Chinese market is extremely price sensitive, but despite this factor, there is massive 

sales potential for higher-priced, brand driven products as well as entry into the mid-priced 

bracket. France remains the number one supplier of bottled wine in terms of both volume 

and value and dominates the premium category. 

Western culture fascinates the Chinese. Red wine sales account for 80% of all wine 

consumed. This can be contributed to the similarities found in the tannins of tea (still the 

number one beverage in China), the health benefits associated with it, and the fact that the 

colour red symbolises happiness, celebration, good luck, prosperity and success in Chinese 

culture. 

Hong Kong, one of two Special Administrative Regions of the People’s Republic of China 

(the other region being Macau), is striving to become a regional wine trading and distribution 

centre in Asia due to the many advantages it possesses, similar to that of London. 

Distribution remains the key obstacle preventing successful penetration into the Chinese 

market. The duty of exporters is to find trustworthy partners who specialises in the wine 

industry. The market is geographically fragmented. First tier cities, where disposable 

incomes are high, are the focus of wine consumption. 

South African producers who wish to enter the Chinese market should research their 

individual target markets thoroughly and must not think of China or Asia for that matter, as a 

homogenous entity. The key to success is the establishment of long-lasting business 

relationships with importers, getting to grips with the cultural differences and pro-active 

marketing in the targeted areas. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The myriad legends of the Chinese Dragon permeate ancient Chinese civilization and 

shaped their culture even today. Its benevolence signifies greatness, goodness and 

blessings. Instead of being feared and hated, the Chinese dragons are highly respected 

creatures of good fortune that bring ultimate abundance and prosperity. 2
 

While the demand in Europe is declining and the growth in the United States of America is 

slowing down, most forecasts on wine consumption point to one distinct growth area – Asia, 

where the market potential for wine is huge. The Chinese mainland is the single most 

important wine market in Asia in terms of both volume and value growth. 3 

In order to gain more insight and put into perspective China’s position as the 5th largest wine 

producer in the world 4, and the massive sales potential it has, the objectives of this report 

are to: 

• Explore the domestic wine production scene in China, the positioning of its domestic 

giants and the many partnerships they have formed with international wine groups. 

• Examine the potential China has to infiltrate overseas markets through the 

purchasing of foreign vineyards. 

• Review the profile of the Chinese consumer and the cultural aspects shaping their 

buying patterns. 

• Explain the Chinese distribution system and the logistical barriers often encountered 

when entering this market. 

• Establish the presence of South African wines in China and give practical advice to 

local wine producers / exporters who wish to do business in China.  

 

For the purpose of this study, the Special Administrative Region of Hong Kong was reviewed 

as a separate entry, but was seen as part of the greater Chinese market. In order to keep 

the research relevant and focused, China’s so-called ‘23rd province’, Taiwan (Republic of 

China), will not be reviewed. 

 

Notes: 

1. One of the limitations of this report is the lack of a consistent set of (reliable) figures 

and statistics about China’s wine industry. During the research, it became evident 

that data relating to the same topic varied quite substantially between different 

reports, due to the different sources and research methods used to prepare them. 

 

2. There are 3 examples of provinces in China with almost the same spelling: 

• “Shaanxi” and “Shanxi” 

• “Henan / Hunan”  

• “Hebei / Hubei” 

 

3. Paragraphs without number references refer to interpretations made by the author. 
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2. The Asian wine market at a glance 
 

Until the 1990’s it was assumed that Asia would never play an important role in the world of 

wine. It was thought that there was something in the physical make-up of most Asians that 

made them prefer either non-alcoholic or grain-based drinks. This assumption was rapidly 

disproved in the mid to late 1990’s when the world’s auction prices were inflated at an 

unprecedented rate thanks largely to sudden interest from buyers in Hong Kong, Singapore 

and Taiwan. Thanks to a (short-lived) boom in the so-called tiger economies, and the much 

vaunted health benefits claimed for red wine, wine drinking changed from bizarre foreign 

practise to status symbol in a remarkable short time in countries as varied as Thailand, 

Taiwan, India, Korea, and – the country with the greatest potential as both consumer and 

producer – China. Wine drinking further infiltrated Japan, while several other Asian countries 

have embarked on their own domestic wine industries since the early 1990’s. 5 

According to Jose Conde, director of MAN Vintners (Pty) Ltd. - a South African producer who 

has been exporting regularly to Asia for the past 10 years - the biggest problem people have 

with Asia is understanding the true size of the market: “The average South African has 

almost no understanding of the differences between the countries. The potential of the wine 

markets in Asia are (primarily) a factor of the ratio between population size and GDP, and 

the size of the current market. By studying these ratios and relating them to the cultural and 

economic factors, one can get a clearer idea of its real potential for the wine market. For 

example, a low population country with a high GDP (like Singapore) has a potential for 

higher per capita consumption, but the size of the market overall is limited because of 

population size.” 6 

 

Table 1: The ratio between population size, GDP per capita ($) and per capita wine 
consumption (litres) for the top 7 wine export destinations in Asia 7 

 POPULATION SIZE POPULATION 

WORLD RANKING 

GDP PER CAPITA 

($) 

GDP WORLD 

RANKING 

PER CAPITA WINE 

CONSUMPTION 

(LITRES)  

CHINA 1 336 718 015 1 $7 600 100 0.5 

INDIA 1 189 172 906 2 $3 500 134 0.01 

JAPAN 126 475 664 10 $34 000 28 3 

SOUTH KOREA 48 754 657 26 $30 000 31 0.87 

TAIWAN 23 071 779 50 $35 700 24 0.4 

HONG KONG 7 122 508 98 $45 900 10 3 

SINGAPORE 4 740 737 117 $62 100 4 1.4 

 

From Table 1 it is evident that while Singapore is ranked 4th in the world in terms of highest  

GDP per capita, it has a relatively small population compared to other Asian nations, and 

hence the size of the overall market will remain limited in volume, but it could have good 

potential for value growth. India, on the other hand, ranks very low in the world in terms of 

GDP per capita, but the sheer economy of scale in respect of its population size holds 

massive potential for volume growth. These factors however are often dependent of cultural 

and economic factors. In most of these countries, wine consumption is limited to the major 

cities, while the bulk of the population, who live outside of these cities, have very limited or 

no exposure to wine. Another factor to consider when looking at per capita consumption is 

that in many tourist-driven Asian countries (like Singapore and Hong Kong) the tourists, and 

not the locals, consume most of the wine.  



 

Given its size and diversity, Asia 

cultural concept incorporating a number of 

physical entity. The wealth of Asia differs very widely among and within 

vast size and huge range of different ethnic groups, cultures, environments, histori

and government systems. 8 

 

Figure 1: Geographical map of Asia
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• The Asian market currently represents only a small percentage of global wine 

consumption, and only a small percentage of wines Asians drink are imported. Asia’s 

estimated growth is to be around 10% – 20% per annum for the period 2008 – 2013. The 

consumption value is expected to jump to US$27 billion by 2017. 3 

• Although this demand will create a big opportunity for wine exporters, another niche way 

of trading wine is the wine investment market. This includes en primeur (wine futures) 

offered by wine merchants, wine investment funds offered by private banks and wine 

auctions. While the total wine investment value in Asia is still tiny, these investment 

markets are huge in world financial centres like London and New York. It is a market that 

is growing faster than the wine import market, as wine investment offers collectors a 

more sophisticated way to manage their portfolios. The projected value for wine 

investment by Asian investors is expected to amount to US$500 million by 2012 and 

US$970 million by 2017. 3 

• The optimistic outlook of the Asian market is based on the region’s strong economic 

performance, burgeoning middle class, increasing affluence of its people and still tiny per 

capita consumption. Other driving factors are lifestyle and health consciousness, where 

consumers are switching from drinking strong spirits to wine. 3 

• In most parts of northeast Asia, the mentality exists that food is for eating and liquor is for 

drinking. Eating traditionally takes place without any beverages that might detract from 

the pure enjoyment of devouring a bowl of noodles or savouring the fine delicate flavours 

of some exotic sea creature. Tea (hot) is the only beverage traditionally served with food, 

and more recently beer. 12 

• Some Asian cultures (including the Chinese) believe that cold beverages are not healthy, 

especially in summer months and particularly not for girls – cold brings to much yin (the 

dark negative feminine principle in Chinese dualistic cosmology) into the body with the 

potential to decrease fertility. 12 

• Drinking alcohol serves the main purpose of enhancing social interaction and breaking 

down the barriers between people. With wine replacing whiskey as a healthier option, the 

‘gambei’ or ‘bottoms up’ culture applies equally to wine. 12 
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3. China 
 

Over the past few years, a lot was written about the potential and growth of the Chinese 

wine market, as though a cohesive, recognizable and quantifiable market exists. The reality 

is that numerous distinctively different markets exists within China, and the national statistics 

available through customs and statistics departments, are a moving target rather than a set 

of reliable figures. The potential of each one of these ‘different markets’ is guided by a strong 

provincial government that answers to the national communist party. Each market is unique 

and locals often prefer to speak in their regional dialect than the national language. For 

example, in the Xinjiang province in the north-west, where vineyards are increasing at the 

fastest rate in China, about half of the population are Uyghur, with a unique language and 

customs more akin to the Middle East than central Asia. 12 

 

Figure 2: National flag of China 16 

 
 

3.1 Introduction 

In this vast and diverse country, wine is an aspirational beverage. With consumption rising at 

10% – 15% per year it can be tempting for producers, whose traditional markets are 

stagnant, to consider China as a possible solution to their problems. Though there is little 

doubt that the market will continue to expand, the challenges are numerous: 

• a lack of transparency, counterfeit products and unreliable information 

• dominance of the domestic giants 

• consumer and cultural challenges 

• distribution and logistics 12 

 

Two aspects of China’s character as a country that should not be underestimated are their 

goal for agricultural self-sufficiency (under which wine falls) and their strong sense of 

nationalism and pride. 12 

 

After World War II, the Communists under Mao Zedong established an autocratic socialist 

system that, while ensuring China's sovereignty, imposed strict controls over everyday life 

and cost the lives of tens of millions of people. After 1978, Mao Zedong's successor Deng 

Xiaoping and other leaders focused on market-orientated economic development and by 

2000, output had quadrupled. For much of the population, living standards have improved 

dramatically and the room for personal choice has expanded, yet political controls remain 

tight. Since the early 1990s, China has increased its global outreach and participation in 

international organizations tremendously. 14 

 

A relaxation of the government’s central control over certain aspects of the community has 

helped China become the largest developing economy and the second largest economy in 

the world (after the USA), when measured by Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). One of the 
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aims of this process is to raise personal income, which would in turn increase economic 

growth. The continuance of the communist political framework and the existence of 

bureaucracy can make access to the Chinese market more difficult, but should not be a 

major impediment to exporting. 15 

 
3.2 Demographics 
 
Table 2: China’s demographic structure 14 

Population 1 336 718 015 
 

Capital City Beijing 
 

Language Standard Chinese, Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese and other minor 
dialects 
 

Age Structure 0 – 14 years: 17.6% 
15 – 64 years: 73.6% 
65 years +: 8.8%  
 

Population growth rate 0.493%  
 

Ethnic groups Han Chinese 91.5% 
Zhuang, Manchu, Hui, Miao, Uyghur, Tujia, Yi, Mongol, Tibetan, Buyi, 
Dong, Yao, Korean and other nationalities 8.5%  
 

Religions Daoist, Buddhist, Christian 3% - 4%, Muslim 1% - 2%  
note: officially atheist 
 

Major cities Shanghai, Beijing, Chongqing, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Guangzhou 
 

Government type Communist state 
 

Ports and harbours Dalian, Guangzhou, Nanjing, Ningbo, Qingdao, Qinhuangdao, Shanghai 
 

Administrative divisions 23 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities and 2 special 
administrative regions 
Provinces: Anhui, Fujian, Gansu, Guangdong, Guizhou, Hainan, 
Hebei, Heilongjiang, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Jilin, 
Liaoning, Qinghai, Shaanxi, Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan, Yunnan, 
Zhejiang; (see note on Taiwan) 
Autonomous regions: Guangxi, Nei Mongol (Inner Mongolia), Ningxia, 
Xinjiang Uygur, Xizang (Tibet) 
Municipalities: Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai, Tianjin 
Special administrative regions: Hong Kong and Macau 
 
note: China considers Taiwan its 23rd province 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3: Provincial map of China 

 

Figure 4: Major Chinese cities 

7 

: Provincial map of China 21 

: Major Chinese cities 22 
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3.3 Economic situation 

In 2009, the global economic downturn reduced foreign demand for Chinese exports for the 

first time in many years, but China rebounded quickly, outperforming all other major 

economies in 2010 with GDP growth of around 10%. The economy appears set to remain on 

a strong growth trajectory in 2012, lending credibility to the stimulus policies the regime 

rolled out during the global financial crisis. 14 

The phenomenal growth of the Chinese economy over the past decade has encouraged 

international suppliers to export wines to China. The economy has been growing at over 

twice the rate of the world average, and thus it appears to be one of the largest future 

markets for many imported products. International suppliers thirst after the idea of a huge 

potential market in a country of over 1.3 billion people. Simultaneous to the boom in wine 

exports to China, there has also been a significant growth of production and marketing of 

wines by Chinese-owned wineries. The question now arises as to how much of a growing 

market will be claimed by imported wines and how much will eventually be captured by 

Chinese-owned wine companies. The second (interrelated) question that arises from this is 

how much of the global wine market will eventually be captured by the Chinese through their 

own production and strategic exporting. If the recent history of China’s export-oriented 

producers is any indication, many of the world’s other wine exporters may eventually be 

disappointed. A giant competitor, the Dragon, may rise up and eventually overtake and reap 

most of the profits sought by the French and other major wine exporters. 1 

Table 3: China’s current economic situation 14 

Currency Yuan (CNY) 
Note: also referred to as the Renminbi (RMB) 
 

Exchange rates South African Rand R1 = 0.93 CNY 
17 

US Dollar $1 = 6.46 CNY 
17 

 
GDP per capita US $7600  

 
Inflation 5%  

 
Population below 
poverty line 

2.8% 
note: 21.5 million rural population live below the official "absolute 
poverty" line (approximately $90 per year); an additional 35.5 million 
rural population live above that level but below the official "low income" 
line (approximately $125 per year) 
 

Unemployment rate 4% unemployment in urban areas; substantial unemployment and 
underemployment in rural areas 
 

 

3.4 China’s domestic wine industry 

Although the Chinese have been making wine for thousands of years, most Westerners do 

not find their wines to be very appealing. This is partly because the focus is still largely on 

quantity and not quality, and the fact that they cultivate nutrient-robbing peanuts in their 

vineyards. Some producers also add herbs to their wines and increase oxidation. Chinese 

wines generally fall into two categories: Western-style and Chinese-style. The latter is often 

described as being achingly sweet (reds and whites), too high in alcohol and Vermouth- or 
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Sherry-like with flavours of raisins, nuts and orange peel. Often wine is simply called “red 

liquor” to distinguish it from “white” grain alcohols. After the government’s 2003 ban on the 

use of thickeners, saccharin, cyclamates (artificial sweeteners), artificial colours and other 

additives, Chinese wines have lifted their quality quite substantially. There are still no rules in 

China that wine should be made from grapes – you can find “wines” made from apple juice 

concentrate mixed with grain alcohol. 19 

3.4.1 History 

 

Evidence shows that wine was made in China before the Tang Dynasty (AD 618 – 907), 

although the industry was not highly developed at the time. Production was rather negligible 

until the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. In 1892 Zhang Bishi, an officer 

in the Qing government, returned to China and established the Chang Yu winery in Yantai. 

He introduced 150 Vinifera varieties from Europe and employed the then Austrian consul as 

his winemaker. Germans established Qingdao winery at the same time, and French 

Catholics set up Shang Yi winery (today’s Beijing winery), whilst Tonghua winery at Jilin was 

managed by the Japanese. The wines produced by these wineries catered mainly for the 

foreign communities in China. 18 

 

After the Communist victory in 1949 the wineries were expanded by the government and, for 

reasons of economy, they generally blended grape wine with other juices, water, colouring 

and fermented cereals. Because of this, the term “wine” was until recently widely 

misunderstood in China. The relevant Chinese character “jiu” literally means alcohol in any 

form, so it was difficult to distinguish wine from beer or spirits. Today’s consumers take the 

trouble to specify grape wine (putaojiu). 18  

 

When performing a Google search for “top Chinese wine brands”, not one of the results 

contain a product made from grapes. All their top “wine” brands are spirits (baijiu) distilled 

from sorghum, bamboo leaves, peas, rice, barley, wheat and corn. 

3.4.2 Geography and climate 

 

The People’s Republic of China is the largest nation in Asia, and the fourth largest country in 

the world, covering an area of 9 596 961 sq. km’s. Some sources site China as being the 

third largest country in the world and the USA as fourth largest. The reasons for this dispute 

are available under note 4 at www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Largest_countries. 20 

Despite having a huge mass of land and diverse geography, China has an extremely 

inhospitable environment for growing wine grapes. The growing season is not long enough 

to produce the type of grapes needed to make high quality wine. On the eastern coast, 

where most wine is produced, heavy summer rains force producers to choose between 

water-filled grapes that make poor quality diluted wine, or early picked unripe grapes, which 

result in an unpleasant bitter taste. In the drier western regions, early frosts can ruin grapes 

and even kill the vines. In addition, the cold winters mean growers have to bury vine roots by 

hand, which adds about 25% to the cost of wines. In southern China, the humid climate 

makes it near impossible to grow grapes for wine, moving all production in the region to tiny, 

inaccessible mountainous areas. 18 
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Most of China’s 485 622 ha 23 of vineyards are spread across provinces north of the Yangtze 

(aka Chang Jiang) river. Due to the lack of exposure to western wine culture and extreme 

continental conditions inland, production in all regions is still largely concentrated around 

table grapes and drying grapes. Only about one-sixth of the total grape harvest is vinified by 

the 450 “alcohol manufacturing factories” (the literal translation of the word for winery). 18 

The coastal provinces of Shandong and Hebei are generally amenable to wine production. 

Cool Pacific breezes moderate humidity levels and temperatures range from 3oC in winter to 

26oC in summer. Monsoons and typhoons that sweep in from the South China Sea can 

prove hazardous, although monsoon winds rapidly aerate vines. While springs are generally 

dry, summers and autumns can be muggy and wet, promoting fungal diseases and rot. In 

the early 1950’s, Chinese peasants learned from the Soviet Union to establish their 

vineyards on flat lands with fertile soils, in order to promote higher yields. Over-cropping and 

poor drainage and ventilation on vineyards vulnerable to typhoons, lead to poor quality fruit 

and wines. 18 

Pingdu, at the centre of the Shandong peninsula, has cooler inland temperatures, making it 

a more suitable environment for advanced viticulture. Here, the free draining soils of the 

south-west and south-east facing slopes of the Dazashen mountain range, is made up of 

decomposed granite overlying limestone and are low in nutrients. 18 

In Xinjiang, around the province’s capital of Urumqi and the new industrial centre of Shiheze, 

there has been a lot of expansion since the late 1990’s. Here natural rainfall is low, but the 

perennially snow-capped Tien Shan mountain range acts as a huge water resource through 

natural river systems and fabricated canals. The soils are sandy loam over granite rock 

substructures. Minimum spraying is required because the region is relatively disease free, 

but like most wine regions in China’s interior, the vines need winter protection.18 

3.4.3 Grape varieties and viticulture 

 

China’s wine boom has prompted considerable developments in viticulture. Research 

institutions have a pre-occupation with vine breeding, with the result that thousands of native 

varieties exist in northern China, many from wild species. The most widely planted table 

grapes, used mainly for low-quality sweet table wines, are the cold resistant Beichun, high 

yielding white Long Yan (Dragon’s Eye) and Ju Feng Noir. Widespread plantings introduced 

from Russia include Muscat Hamburg and Rkatsiteli. These, together with large acreages of 

Italian Riesling, formed the initial backbone of China’s modern wine industry. 18 

Foreign investors introduced classic European varieties in the 1980’s to fuel the change 

towards ‘western-style’ winemaking. Following China’s economic growth, grape production 

increased rapidly within the country, and after the ‘red wine rush’ in the Asian countries in 

the early 1990’s, grape growing became a focus of people’s attention. Among the hundreds 

of grape varieties grown in China, red varieties dominate. Cabernet Sauvignon (40%), Merlot 

and Cabernet Franc (10% each) are the main red varieties, followed by French Blue, Muscat 

Hamburg, Pinot Noir, Syrah, Carignan and Saperavi. Amongst the white varieties, Welsch 

Riesling (and some Rhine Riesling) still dominates, accounting for around 40%, while 

Chardonnay is becoming increasingly popular with 20% of the white plantings, followed by 

Ugni Blanc, Chenin Blanc, Gewurztraminer, Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Rkatsiteli. 18 
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The majority of vines are ungrafted and propagated by cuttings because no serious 

problems with Phylloxera exist. In some cold areas, vines are grafted on cold-resistant 

rootstocks like Beta. Large vineyards without problems of pests are a real competitive 

advantage for quickly expanding production.  Summer rains, humidity levels of over 85% and 

dense canopies encourage many vine diseases like anthracnose, powdery mildew, downy 

mildew and dead arm. Viticulturists still find it difficult to impose proper spraying programmes 

on farmers, while winemakers battle to impose the right harvest dates. Greater competition 

amongst wineries for grapes, and insufficient rewards to growers for waiting until full 

ripeness, result in grapes arriving early and all at once, forcing many wineries to invest in 

extra press capacities. Labour is cheap and plentiful, resulting in most of the work done 

manually with limited mechanization. 18 

3.4.4 The domestic giants 

 

Until 1978 when China opened again to the outside world, wine production at the five largest 

state wineries – Qingdao, Yantai Chang Yu, Henan Min Chuan, Beijing Eastern Rural and 

Jilin Tung Hua – remained much unsophisticated. 18 

In the late 1990’s, the government encouraged the replacement of cereal-based spirits with 

fruit-based wines, motivated by both health concerns and the acute grain shortage. 

Endorsed by the government, red wine’s risk-reducing factor for cardiovascular disease 

sparked a wine boom throughout China. Thousands of cases of red wine from Europe were 

shipped in and rushed onto the market, along with millions of litres of bulk red wine for local 

bottling. Distillers of traditional baijiu (white spirits) adapted their plants to make or bottle 

wine. Small wineries and bottling plants mushroomed all over China with more than 100 new 

wineries opening their doors between 1996 and 2004. A number of large wine companies 

established showcases with Chateau-style wineries surrounded by vineyards by the mid 

2000’s, also offering some tourism facilities. The high quality Grace Vineyards of Shanxi 

province and Bodega Langes of Hebei province are examples of these. 18 

The traditional vineyard area of the northwest is almost entirely devoted to raisin and table 

grapes, with only a small percentage of Sultanine vinified into sweet, oxidized dessert wines 

by Xinjiang’s five state wineries. The province’s first western-style winery, Lou Lan, was 

established in the 1970’s. A French winemaker made some promising Cabernet Sauvignon. 

The launch of the huge Vini Suntime wine venture in 1996 was a massive step forward. 

Suntime now rivals the traditional industry leaders in terms of grape throughput with its 10 

000ha of vines and several wineries. 18 

 

The three largest Chinese wineries – Changyu, COFCO Great Wall and Dynasty – enjoy 

about 50% of the entire market share. The top ten wineries have an 80% market share. 

There is a close link between the producer and the communist party – it is an allied theme 

found among nearly all the successful domestic wineries. Currently, Changyu is the largest 

producer by value. The Great Wall Group, the largest producer by volume, is 100% owned 

by the national government’s largest import and export companies. The close government 

ties by domestic players pose several challenges for importers: 

• The local government closely regulates, and in some cases operate, the wholesale 

and distribution channels. 
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• As competition forces local players to create more incentives to move the importer’s 

product, the hidden costs of selling wine increases. 

• There is little incentive for local governments to enforce regulation created around 

label integrity, e.g. correct vintage or blending of imported bulk wine which is then 

labelled ‘Produced in China’. By law, Chinese wine must be made from locally grown 

grapes only, but enforcement is non-existent. All major producers officially deny that 

their wines have an imported component, but the fact remains that the large volumes 

of imported bulk wine has to go somewhere. 12 

 

The emergence of the top ten domestic producers over the past twenty years created a 

market which is both brand conscious and loyal. Dynasty is especially strong in the coastal 

cities of Shanghai, Hangzhou and Suzhou. Great Wall holds over 30% of the retail market 

share in southern China. Changyu and Great Wall perform well across all national markets, 

but in Beijing Changyu has a stronger following. Chinese consumers are loyal to their 

favoured brands, and all the top local brands in the market enjoy high brand loyalty. Local 

companies have a near monopoly at every price point. Great Wall and Changyu’s entry-level 

wines are around 20 RMB, and their mid-market wines (which compete with entry-level 

imports) are between 50 – 100 RMB. Their super premium wines, beautifully packaged in 

bright red and gold, are selling for 300 to over 500 RMB. 12 

3.4.5 Joint ventures with foreign companies 

 

After 1979, foreign investors installed a modern wine industry in China, mainly via joint 

ventures: 

• 1980 – Dynasty was the first joint venture winery set up between Cognac giant Remy 

Martin and the Tianjin Agriculture Bureau. 

• 1982 – The monopolistic CEROILS, with technical assistance from North American 

distiller Seagram, established Great Wall Winery in Shacheng in the Hebei province. 

Along with Dynasty, they applied modern winemaking techniques, but produced 

simple table wines from Dragon’s Eye and other local table grapes. 

• 1985 – Huadong (East China Winery) was China’s first “chateau style” estate to plant 

and produce varietal and vintage-dated wines with an appellation, Tsingtao, on the 

label. A British wine merchant from Hong Kong established it at Qingdao and 

managed the winery until 1990. Multinational Allied Domecq then acquired the 

winery, but abandoned it in 1999, after which the focus shifted to mass production of 

inexpensive wine. 

• 1987 – Beijing Friendship (Dragon Seal) Winery set up by multinational Pernod 

Ricard. 

• 1990 – Marco Polo Winery established at Yantai by an Italian venture. 

• 2004 – Yanqi Xiangdu Winery in Xinjiang, a Sino-French joint venture, launches its 

first wines under the Champs d’Or label. 18 

 

All ventures relied on imported vinification equipment, European Vinifera cuttings and foreign 

winemakers to produce the first western-style grape wines in China. State wineries soon 

followed their lead. 18 
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The strategy of partial cooperation with large international wine groups enhances the 

domestic wineries’ competitiveness in the fast-growing Chinese wine market, while they also 

gain footholds in export markets for future global expansion. A case in point is China’s 

largest wine production company – Yantai Chang Yu Group Company Limited – who 

accounts for around one fifth of all sales. Its sales staff grew from three in 1985 to 1500 in 

2006. For years, they have been leading the chateau-building boom in China. In 2001, they 

formed a strategic alliance with well-known French group Castel. In 2006, they entered the 

ice wine business by cooperating with Canadian Aurora Ice Wine Co. More recently, they 

also created the Chang Yu Kely Estate of New Zealand, by collaborating with Karikari Estate 

in New Zealand. Currently the wine from this estate is largely targeting foreigners living in 

China, and is therefore already a powerful competitor with other wine imports. In 2007, 

Chang Yu opened the AFIP Chateau in Beijing, targeting high profile personalities in political 

and business circles. By the end of 2006, Chang Yu wine sold in more than 3000 shopping 

malls, supermarkets and stores in fourteen different European countries. In 2007 they were 

ranked 10th in the global wine industry with sales revenue of US$695 million, the first time an 

Asian winery was listed as a top-10 winery. While some of these Chinese wines win awards, 

they are also marketed for export purposes, and the Chinese should be able to continue to 

increase their position in the global wine markets. 1 

 

With China tipped to become one of the world’s biggest wine producers over the next 50 

years, more and more European wine estates are keen to get a foothold in the latest New 

World wine trend. Chateau Lafite, one of the most famous vineyards in France, is among 

several foreign wine producers eager to enter into partnerships with Chinese state investors 

in the Shandong Peninsula, known as China’s “Bordeaux”. The Rothschild family, who owns 

Chateau Lafite, announced in March 2009 that they would invest in vineyards there in order 

to produce a Chinese “grand cru”. 24 

 

3.4.6 The trend of purchasing foreign vineyards 

 

Besides venturing into partnerships with foreign companies on domestic soil, the Chinese 

have also been following a trend over the last few years to purchase vineyards in other wine-

producing regions of the world, especially struggling chateaux in France’s Bordeaux area.  

In 2008 Chateau Latour Laguens was the first Bordeaux property bought by a Chinese 

company, Longhai International. In April 2010, a Chinese billionaire bought Chateau Chenu-

Lafitte as a gift for his 20-year old son. Both these transactions indicate that a similar 

impetus was at work, and suggests that an association in name with prestigious First Growth 

properties is a key attraction. 34 

With China becoming the biggest export market for Bordeaux in 2010, not only have the 

Chinese developed an insatiable taste for red Bordeaux, but also for their vineyards, it 

seems. In 2011, three properties sold and three others were already in Chinese hands. 

French land agents reported a surge of Chinese investors looking to buy and expect the real 

boom to hit in two years’ time. There is little sign of the often fiercely patriotic French 

obstructing the “invaders”, which could be attributed to them being hit hard by the economic 

crisis as they saw exports and consumption rates fall. Rather than being viewed as 

conquerors, Chinese wine buyers are saviours of the region. These transactions could boost 
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Bordeaux exports, as the Chinese are executives who believe in their investments. It can 

open doors to a new market and plough money into properties to make great wine. 25 

Earlier in 2011, the state-owned conglomerate and owner of the Great Wall brand, COFCO, 

bought a 20-hectare piece of land in the prestigious Lalande de Pomerol region, namely 

Chateau de Viaud. According to COFCO’s vice chairperson, Chi Jingtao, the company’s 

purchase was an important measure to reinforce its network in production chains, which will 

enable the globalisation of the COFCO Wines & Spirits branch. 26  

He went on to say that the Chinese government was particularly interested in assuring 

products sold in China were authentic and unadulterated. They (COFCO) have a strategy for 

constructing a complete chain from production to consumption to guard against forgeries. By 

being involved from the vineyards upwards in Bordeaux, it helps to strengthen this 

commitment, and investing in vineyards internationally is part of the fight against fraud. 33 

Private buyers are also starting to show interest. Regional French newspaper Sud Ouest 

reported in their 02/12/2011 edition that, while only 10 estates sold so far, they knew of 15 

more to add to the list. According to one agent, it is not clear that the quality of the wine or 

the beauty of the property is uppermost for Chinese buyers. The most recent high-profile 

Chinese buyer was actress Zhao Wei who signed a deal in November 2011 to buy Chateau 

Monlot. 27 

Undisclosed Chinese buyers also snapped up Chateau Lezongars and Chateau Grand 

Branet in Bordeaux’s Entre-Deux-Mers region in late 2011. These purchases bring the total 

number of Chinese-owned Bordeaux properties to 13 and includes Chateau Branda in AOC 

Fronsac, which was bought by billionaire businessman Cheng Qu. 32 

Chinese businesses have also been targeting Napa Valley properties in California in the 

USA, and their interest in Napa wineries are expected to proliferate as trade ties between 

the USA and China increase. In mid 2010, Chinese investors acquired Silenus Vintners. The 

majority investor, hailing from the Henan province, is also working on a winery project in 

mainland China. He plans to sell these wines, together with the premium Silenus wines, 

throughout China. In 2011, an investment entity known as Goldin Factoring, acquired a 

prime 40-ha property in Napa along with three trademarks related to the Sloan brand from 

Sloan Estate. Through the acquisition, Goldin was successful in creating a business for the 

production, marketing and sale of wine without having to conceive a new brand. 28 

In 2009, COFCO also acquired Chilean winery Biscottes for $18million, marking its first ever 

overseas purchase. Biscottes is one of the top ten largest wineries in Chile. With the 

purchase COFCO aimed to launch a new mid- to high-end wine brand to target both 

domestic (Chinese) and overseas markets of Europe and the USA. 29 

COFCO plans to expand its vineyard ownership aggressively after their two foreign 

purchases. In an interview with China Daily in April 2011, Wu Fei, head of COFCO Wines & 

Spirits branch, said that the next purchase might happen in Australia or the USA, but that 

they are also eyeing other places like Italy and South Africa. “COFCO has been expanding 

internationally to diversify its portfolio and compete with international brands”. The overseas 

expansion should help the company to build a broader supply chain and gain expertise in 

winemaking, but China remains the vital market for its wines, said Chi Jingtao, COFCO’s 

vice chairperson. “In the food sector, China is the largest potential market in the world, and 

the purpose of going global is to better serve the domestic market.” He further stated that 
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overseas purchases are not about raising funds, especially given the appreciation of the 

Yuan, and that he believes money is not an issue for Chinese companies going overseas. 

Their biggest challenges are cultural- and team integrations. They prefer to keep the local 

employees in their jobs after acquisitions due to their higher skill levels in viticulture and 

winemaking, while the Chinese focus will be mainly on marketing and sales. 30 

3.4.7 Conclusion 

 

If producing wine and being competitive in a global industry is “war”, China quickly realised 

that having allies to assist you, helps to win wars. They have the infrastructure of land, 

labour, production capabilities and financial resources at their disposal, but without the 

sound knowledge of how to apply all these factors into producing better quality wines, their 

battle was lost before it even began. Could it be that they orchestrated all these joint 

ventures with the eye on future domination of the global wine industry? With the wealth of 

expertise lining up on their shores to assist them, their industry can only go from strength to 

strength. 

 

Foreign investment in Bordeaux and other wine-growing regions in the world is nothing new; 

it is common practice. Yet there is something tantalising about these Chinese investments. 

In the current global economic arena, most people would ill advise on investing in the wine 

industry, but with global acquisitions like the ones mentioned above, the Chinese seem to 

ignore this fact. These purchases, not based on investment strategies, seem to have the 

sole purpose of broadening their own base for supplying their domestic market. Perhaps 

they have realised that with limited domestic prospects in terms of quality, high end wine 

production and volume, they need to look elsewhere to satisfy the hunger of their own 

consumers thirsting for premium (or not so premium) wines from foreign markets. The best 

ways to fulfil this need is to control and own the foreign supply chains. If they have the 

potential to consume three or four times what they can produce themselves (whether that be 

quality wine or not), it makes sense that the more of these outside suppliers they can own, 

the more revenue they will generate for themselves.  

It is also interesting to note that the Chinese government realises the problem of fake high-

end wines in China, and that the purchasing of foreign vineyards will result in a better guard 

against these fraudulent activities. 

While China might be a “get-out-of-jail-free” card for some Chateaux struggling to sell their 

wines, the flipside of the coin could just be that this is one more step towards their goal of 

global domination of the wine industry. South Africa will surely not be exempt from the 

Dragon’s vision. How soon will it be before battling South African producers knock on the 

door of Chinese investors to advertise their wineries as being up for sale? 

3.5 The Chinese wine consumer 

The Chinese have a cultural tradition of consuming alcoholic beverages, especially spirits 

distilled from maize or sorghum. This habit remains, but the variety of alcoholic drinks has 

grown considerably. Wine is a compelling substitute for both beer and spirits and more and 

more people are consuming it. This is the attribute of rising disposable incomes of China’s 

middle class population and the health benefits associated with wine. 1 
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During a 2011 survey conducted by research company Wine Intelligence with more than 

1000 Chinese upper middle-class drinkers of imported wine, 75% of them said they often go 

online to look for wine information, and 62% said they frequently use social media as a 

source. These consumers are far less likely to rely on the recommendations of shop staff 

(32%) or word of mouth from friends and family (39%). This stands in dramatic contrast with 

Western countries, where word of mouth is far more important. New wine consumers were 

increasingly reliant on the digital world to learn about wine, with an estimated 13 million 

Chinese adults frequently accessing information online. 35 

3.5.1 Factors shaping the Chinese consumer’s profile 

 

• Tea remains the number one beverage in China, with about 50 billion litres 

consumed annually. 15 

• Although China has over one fifth of the world’s population, much of this market of 

1.3 billion people is outside the reach of wine marketers today. Consumers are in the 

economic growth regions of Beijing, Guangzhou and Shanghai, because 

consumption of wine in China, especially imported wine, relates to consumer 

purchasing power. Studies have indicated that mainly young, aspiring men, working 

in these major metropolitan areas, are China’s potential wine drinkers. 15 

• If the population of wine consumers was confined to just the economic growth 

regions, the per capita consumption would be around 2.7%, compared to the 0.5% 

per capita consumption for the total population. 15 

• Around 80% of wine consumed in China is red. Besides the associations of 

happiness and celebration with the colour red, the similarity of the tannins found in 

tea and red wine, and the health benefits associated with it, also play a role. 15 

• Imported wines are more popular among the younger generation and the expatriate 

community in Shanghai, while evidence is showing that older, wealthy executives are 

becoming familiar with Western wine culture. 15 

• Chinese consumers like to try new products, but only if the price is right or they have 

had the opportunity to test the product first. 15 

• Rising consumer sophistication is resulting in a decline in demand for economy 

brands priced under RMB20 per litre and a rapid increase in the volume share of 

higher-quality premium products. 31 

• The majority of wine purchases are made during the major holidays: Chinese New 

Year, Spring Festival and the mid-Autumn Festival. Most of these purchases are 

destined as gifts for people who do not even own wine glasses or a cork screw. 12  

(See “Appendix E” for a full calendar of all the major Chinese holidays and festival 

dates) 

• Chinese culture does not share the Western custom of lingering over a bottle of wine 

whilst enjoying a good meal. A trip to most major cities will reveal that wines are 

rarely consumed with everyday comfort food. Wine is purchased as an alternative to 

beer or spirits and is more often than not consumed as part of a social lubricant. The 

advent of fine dining establishments and the proliferation of Western restaurants offer 

the opportunity to appreciate wine as part of a bigger dining experience. 12 
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3.5.2 Chinese wine-drinking customs 

There are many accounts of Chinese consumers mixing wine with products such as soft 

drinks. This type of “innovation” is typically a result of the poorer quality domestic wines and 

the lack of understanding or appreciation of Western wine culture. 15 

• The Chinese like to mix Coca-Cola with white wine and Sprite with red wine. There 

are numerous reports of Bordeaux First Growths mixed with Sprite. A popular saying 

goes: “Red wine and Sprite – the more you drink the sweeter you’ll be”. Until fairly 

recently it was common to find wine packages taped to a bottle of Sprite. 19 

• Slices of watermelon, lemonade, lemon slices, onions, cucumbers and dried Chinese 

Wolfberries (bright orange in colour with bitter taste, added for medicinal reasons) 

often form part of the wine. 19 

• Wines are often downed in shots like Tequila (especially in karaoke bars), with the 

objective of getting drunk rather than sipped for taste. Many Chinese down glasses of 

wine with one swig while they are making toasts, shouting “gambei” before they do – 

even high-end premium wines are not spared from this custom. 19 

• Some Chinese say they drink wine to fall asleep, ward off SARS (Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome) and to take the edge off more brain-bending forms of alcohol 

like baijiu (grain-distilled spirits). 19 

• Elaborately wrapped boxes with a bottle of wine, corkscrew and wine glasses are 

popular gift items, often re-wrapped and given several times. Bottles of imported wine 

often forms part of displays rather than used for consumption. 19 

• Many people buy wine for status, not only for what it brings to the buyer, but also for 

what it brings to the person they give it to. 19 

 

A move towards Westernisation and a strong appeal towards foreign products, in 

conjunction with wine education, should result in the development of a wine appreciation 

culture. This transition is likely to take some time however. 15 

3.5.3 Chinese food and wine pairings 

 

Figuring out which wine goes best with Chinese food is complicated, according to Hong 

Kong award-winning master chef Leung Fai Hung. Cantonese (Chinese) food focuses on 

sour, sweet, bitter, hot & spicy and salty. They also use many different marinades and 

sauces, and a variety of cooking styles like steaming, double-boiling, braising, stir frying and 

baking. Furthermore, the textures are complex. 19 

While Western cuisines have had centuries to establish pairings that now go unquestioned, 

Chinese chefs have the task of writing the rules overnight. Slowly, however, a blueprint is 

emerging. 19 

• Champagne’s acidity and bubbles pair perfectly with dim sum (small individual 

portions of food traditionally served in small steamer baskets - often dumplings). 19 

• Burgundy’s delicate tannins and complex nose is a sublime match for crispy chicken 

and lotus root chips. 19 

• The silky but structured tannins of less-extracted, aged Bordeaux enhance the 

texture of braised pork belly. 19 
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• Deep fried and baked dishes with intense flavours go well with richly textured wine 

like younger Bordeaux, which brings out a richer, more persistent flavour in both food 

and wine. 19 

• In general, wines from Europe will be more restraint and quiet, which means they can 

get lost with spicy and robust Chinese cuisines. New World wines on the other hand 

will offer more fruit flavours to stand up to these dishes. 39  

Chinese dining culture is also a critical factor affecting the way in which they consume wine 

with food. In Western culture, the food arrives course by course. In Chinese culture, they put 

all the dishes in the middle of the table and they arrive at random. Patrons serve themselves 

in any order. This is not a good way of pairing wine with food. Chefs are hence starting to 

follow a different strategy in restaurants by focusing on the client’s favourite dish and 

choosing a wine to compliment it. 19 This vision is shared by Hong Kong based Debra 

Meiburg MW. She also feels it is impractical to put a whole lot of different wines on the table 

and allowing patrons to make their own decisions. It is also not practical to match each 

course with a wine, as Chinese meals can consist of more than ten courses. “The centre 

dish should be matched with a special wine, and before and after guests can sip on other 

beverages if they wish.” 39 

3.5.4 “Trophy” purchasing versus “consumption” purchasing 

 

In a study conducted in the cities of Shanghai and Hangzhou on whether Chinese 

consumers prefer to buy imported wine and the effect the country of origin has on their 

buying decisions, the following results emerged: 

Traditional Chinese Confucian culture still plays an important role in influencing consumers’ 

purchasing behaviour. “Face saving” is one of the most important factors that will be 

considered during decision-making. Face is lost when performance fall below the minimum 

level considered acceptable, or when some essential requirements, corresponding to your 

social position, are not satisfactory. Therefore, people in Chinese society are always under 

strong constraints to act to meet the expectations of others to maintain face. 36 

China evolved from a feudal society where the concept of “face” demonstrates your position 

in the hierarchy. That is why expensive bottles of red wine have become the latest “trophy 

drink” of the burgeoning middle and upper class Chinese consumer, who likes to drink such 

wines when eating out in order to show that they are successful and have both money and 

good taste to be wine drinkers. 36 

The Chinese wine consumer is typically a market follower, not a leader. He needs to feel 

safe about his purchase and does not want to “lose face” by choosing the wrong wine or 

admit that his knowledge of wine is limited. It then follows that wine companies should use 

their packaging wisely to inform consumers where their wine is from and why it is a quality 

product. Chinese food labelling law imposes certain mandatory label contents in Mandarin 

Chinese (see Appendix A for a full list of these items) on the labels of wine, Champagne and 

sparkling wines. Not all of these label contents have the same important function as an 

indicator when consumers are selecting wine. Due to the masses of wines and brands 

competing for attention in retail outlets, consumers are likely to take short cuts to form their 

choice set. Wine producers tend to emphasize the wine’s origin on the label as a choice 

criterion, providing an easy way for consumers to select a wine. 36 
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However, all of the above factors relates to the situation in which the consumer intended to 

drink the wine. Different consumption situations amplified or muted the importance of 

different wine attributes. Chinese consumers are in a low-involvement situation when 

products are used for private consumption and are likely to adopt a simple cognitive stance, 

favouring physical functions, price and quality the most. In contrast, there is a high level of 

involvement when consumers buy wines for their social symbolic value. When purchasing 

wine for home consumption, Chinese consumers tend to focus on price and buy whatever is 

the least expensive. However, when choosing a wine for consumption in a public place, 

consumers generally focus on quality, taste and the image of the wine. 36 

The empirical results of this study showed that: 

• The COO (Country of Origin) effect is in general important when Chinese consumers 

evaluate wines. 36 

• There is no significant difference between the importance of COO and price as 

indicators of quality when consumers evaluate wine. 36 

• COO is more important than brand as an indicator of quality when consumers 

evaluate wine for special and public occasions. 36 

• COO is more important when evaluating wine for gift giving and public consumption 

than for personal consumption. 36 

The association between wine and France is particularly strong, with domestic brands 

mimicking French imagery on packaging and vintage naming conventions. When pressed 

about their perception of brands and vintages, many consumers said their perception of 

France as the leading wine country is a primary factor in their purchase decisions. According 

to the manager of Scarlett, a prominent wine bar in Beijing, "the Chinese are big fans of 

Bordeaux and not very curious about other wines." 38 

3.5.5 Conclusion 

 

Due to the cultural influences embedded in the Chinese consumer’s mind, “trophy” wine 

buying is an integral part of their buying patterns. It is as if each consumer has a “split 

personality” – one to influence wine buying for personal home consumption, and another to 

make decisions on buying wine to “save face” for social occasions.  

If COO is a driving factor, influencing “saving face” wine purchases, it follows that the 

success of wine companies will rely greatly on how well their area of origin is marketed and 

known in China. The perceived quality and familiarity of origin of French wines is a good 

example of why they are so successful in the Chinese wine market.  

Most Chinese like the image of wine drinking. Explaining why she drank wine, a young 

Chinese woman told the Washington Post: “I like France and drink French wine. I’ve heard 

that Paris is romantic.” 19 This statement personifies the Chinese consumer who believes in 

the origin of the product he or she is buying. If most Chinese consumers are not even aware 

that South Africa produces wine, let alone producing quality wine at very competitive price 

points, how will South Africa ever be able to penetrate this emerging market? The focus 

should be on marketing South Africa as an area of origin with serious quality wines at very 

affordable prices, compared to European and other New World counterparts. Once the 

“trophy hunters” realise this, it could be the opening of the floodgates for brand South Africa. 
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As far as Chinese food and wine pairing is concerned, South African producers and their 

respective importers should focus on spicy and robust dishes when planning related PR 

events, due to our fruit profile being able to stand up to these dishes. The potential of our 

two unique selling points, Chenin Blanc and Pinotage, should not be underestimated in this 

regard and should be the focus of breaking into the food- and wine-pairing category. Chenin 

Blanc can also play an important role in matching up with the seafood dishes of the coastal 

provinces. 

3.6 Industry analysis 
 

The wine market in China has been gradually expanding over recent years. It is still an 

emerging market yet it has great potential due to increasing disposable incomes, the 

promotion of the health benefits of wine and the government campaign against grain-based 

alcoholic drinks in order to preserve national stocks of rice for the production of food. 

Although the wine industry in China is much smaller than the beer and (spirits) liquor 

sectors, and even slightly smaller than the rice wine segment, it maintained double-digit 

growth from 2005 – 2010. It should grow faster than any other alcoholic beverage sector in 

the coming five years. To promote the development of the wine industry, the China Alcoholic 

Drinks Industry Association (CADIA) called for tax cuts on grape plantings. The grape, still 

classified as an industrial raw material instead of an agricultural product, is ineligible for the 

tax benefits that agriculture products receive. 30 

3.6.1 The “egg timer” principle 

 

The Chinese wine market is a fast-paced market, and like every other commercial market in 

China, it attracts investors from all over the world. The basic organization of wine trading in 

China is as follows: 

1. 90% of the wine consumed in China is produced locally – Dynasty, Great Wall and 

Changyu are the top three producers who hold the greatest market share and trust 

amongst Chinese consumers. 

2. Chinese wines still have a long way to go to catch up with French, Australian, 

American, Italian, Chilean or South African wines in terms of quality.  

3. It is impossible for imported wines to compete with Chinese wines on price – 

importers in any case do not want to enter in a fight over price. 

4. 10% of the market is reserved for imported wines - this might seem like a small piece 

of the pie, but it is huge in terms of the overall size of the Chinese market. 46 

The Chinese wine market is an “egg timer” market. This means that there are two distinct 

markets for wine trading in China. 

• A low bracket market selling lesser quality wines, in which Chinese producers are 

unbeatable in terms of price.  

• A very high bracket market, led by French Bordeaux and other expensive wines sold 

out before production. 46 

Between these two markets lies a medium-priced bracket, which is still to find its place in the 

Chinese market. Here imported wines have a very good card to play. This bracket remains 

the challenge of coming years. To import these wines, more and more trade companies 
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emerge or add the wine import business to their portfolio. They then sell wines on to 

wholesalers, wine bars, hotels, restaurants, wine stores and supermarkets. ASC Fine Wines, 

Summergate, French Wine Paradox, Torres, Mercuris, Aussino and H&L Fine Wines are 

paving the way in this regard. 46 

Figure 5: The “egg-timer” principle 46 

 

3.6.2 Industry statistics 

 

• China’s large local wine production is principally aimed at entry price levels. 15 

• The current domestic supply is not satisfying the current consumption demands, 

hence local bottling of imported bulk wine is an economical and practical way to 

supply the market with competitively priced wine. 15 

• China's wine consumption doubled between 2005 and 2009, with imported wine 

consumption increasing almost fourfold. 30 

• The Chinese market is price sensitive, but despite this, it remains brand-driven with 

major segments for those with a stable and strong reputation. 15 

• Beijing in the north, Guangdong in the south and Shanghai in the east are the cities 

considered to have the greatest potential for wine and are generally the focus of new 

entrants. Shanghai remains the largest market for imported wine. 15 

• There are no official grape wine classification guidelines in China, with producers 

being free to classify their brands as they wish. However, in order to bring more 

structure to the scene, the Grape Wine Quality Supervision & Inspection Centre is 

working with leading producers on drafting self-regulating classification guidelines. 31 

• In 2009, off-trade sales contributed 30% of total value sales and on-trade sales 

contributed 70% thereof. This split of +- 30/70 has been more or less consistent 

since 2004.31 This indicate that higher-priced, foreign (and lately more domestic) 

brands are sold mostly through on-trade establishments like restaurants, hotels and 

specialist retailers, where they are often purchased to establish a certain social 

standing in line with the “saving face” culture. 
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France is still the dominant supplier of bottled wine, accounting for 7.6 million 

The top selling countries in China are (in descending order): France, Australia, Italy, 

Spain, USA, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Portugal and South Africa. 

: China wine imports and exports (packaged, bulk and sparkling): 2003 

In 2008, the biggest export markets in terms of volume (in descending order)

Japan, Myanmar, France, Netherlands, Hong Kong, Belgium, South Korea, Macau 

and the United Kingdom. 31 

the biggest export markets in terms of value (descending order)

ong, Myanmar, Netherlands, France, Belgium, Mongolia and the 

Imports have grown by 299% over the period and confirm the massive boom in the 
market over the past few years. 
Exports have grown by 73.5% over the period. The decline in exports from 

2008 was at the start of the global economic downturn, the appreciation of the Yuan 

and depressed commodity prices, reducing the demand for Chinese wines.

IMPORTS EXPORTS

41.4 3.4

44.3 3.2

53.6 3.5

115.6 4.3

148.7 9.8

165.1 5.9

France is still the dominant supplier of bottled wine, accounting for 7.6 million 9-litre 

rance, Australia, Italy, 

Spain, USA, Chile, Argentina, New Zealand, Portugal and South Africa. 37 

: China wine imports and exports (packaged, bulk and sparkling): 2003 – 2008 

 

(in descending order) were 

Japan, Myanmar, France, Netherlands, Hong Kong, Belgium, South Korea, Macau 

descending order) were Japan, 

ong, Myanmar, Netherlands, France, Belgium, Mongolia and the 

and confirm the massive boom in the 

The decline in exports from 2007 to 

2008 was at the start of the global economic downturn, the appreciation of the Yuan 

and depressed commodity prices, reducing the demand for Chinese wines. 
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Graph 2: China wine production, imports and consumption: 2007 – 2010 (million litres) 40 

 

The China National Statistics Bureau supplied the above figures. It is interesting to compare 

the 2007 and 2008 wine import figures of theirs (220 338 000 & 299 659 680 respectively) to 

those provided by Euromonitor in Graph 1 (148 700 000 & 165 100 000 respectively). This 

discrepancy illustrates the point made under section 1, i.e. that one of the limitations of this 

research is the lack of consistency between different sources for statistics relating to the 

Chinese wine industry. 

The Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation’s figure for imports to China in 2006 

(packaged, bulk and sparkling) is 115.7 million litres 15, which is in line with Euromonitor’s 

figure of 115.6 million litres as per Graph 1 above.  

Whether the above suggests that the statistics provided by the China National Statistics 

Bureau are inflated or not, it is certain that the production, imports and consumption of wine 

in China has seen phenomenal exponential growth over the period from 2007 – 2010. 

3.6.3 Strategic management – a case study 

 

When Spanish giant Torres arrived in China in the late 1990’s to introduce old-name 

imported wines to a new, vast and daunting market, most locals did not know anything more 

than the acidic vintages produced by domestic wineries that required generous splashes of 

Sprite or Coca-Cola to wash then down. At that time, the total volume of wine sold in China 

was less than 20 million 9-litre cases – by 2009 the volume sold jumped to 93 million 9-litre 

cases, according to London-based market researchers, IWSR (International Wine and Spirits 

Research).56 

Alberto Fernandez, the 36-year old general manager of the Chinese subsidiary helped to 

change all that, coming in at the ground floor of what is now a formidable empire. Today, the 

number 3 wine importer in China not only sells its own range of wines, such as Sangre de 

Toro, but also more than 55 labels and some 400 varieties of wine from producers all over 
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the world. Torres’ annual sales have grown in double digits since they set up an importing 

business in 2002 for commercial and wholesale clients in affluent markets like Shanghai. 56 

The 300-year old winery, however, had more plans for growth in 2010 as it embarked on a 

new and bold leg of its strategy in China. Again, it plunged into unchartered territory as the 

business expanded beyond wholesale clients to selling directly to consumers via a new retail 

network called Everwines, pushing its business beyond the first tier cities into second and 

third tier cities. According to Fernandez, this was the biggest change in their strategy since 

setting up business in China in 1997. The aim is to tap into newly upwardly mobile middle-

class Chinese, who are buying imported wines not just to drink, but also as a long-term 

investment. 56 

This strategy did not happen overnight. Miguel Torres Riera, the firm’s 4th generation CEO, 

has been watching and making annual visits to the country since the early 1990’s. After 

taking over the running of the company from his father in the early 1980’s, he continued with 

global expansion. He set up wineries in Chile and California, including a Swedish distribution 

subsidiary and small alliances with distributors in some of the 170 countries where they 

export. He also set up a distribution company in India in 1999 and now owns 51% of a 

distribution company in Brazil. In China, Torres began by importing its Sangre de Toro in the 

1990’s and bottling it at a plant west of Beijing, in order to save on import duties. Given that 

most wine bought in China originate from local wineries, foreign wineries like Torres face 

formidable competition. According to Fernandez, Chinese winemakers feel that what they 

lack in quality they will make up in quantity, by adding water, colourings and even grape 

juice to extend the amount they can sell. 56 

There are however, exceptions, with Torres now having two of China’s best vineyards – 

Grace Vineyards and Silver Heights – in its distribution portfolio, and is now developing new 

labels with them. According to industry bloggers, this is a smart move, as many Chinese 

hotels and restaurants want those wines. By helping Grace Vineyards to gain more 

recognition in China and overseas, Torres is also getting more recognition in China by jointly 

making good wine there, and this is helping them to open new doors in China. Typical of the 

family brands they carry, Grace Vineyards only produces about 1.2 million bottles per year, 

while China’s biggest producer, Great Wall Wine Company, produces about 150 million 

bottles per year. The joint venture with Silver Heights, one of China’s best domestic wines, is 

also a family affair, producing 4000 bottles per year. Fernandez says that one of the lessons 

they learned early was to stay focused on family businesses, and after a joint venture with 

two big companies to import bulk wine from Spain in 1997 dissolved six years later, they now 

only include family labels in their China portfolio. “Family members understand each other 

and understand value.” 56 

Fernandez says that the average palate in China is slowly changing to favour drier red 

wines, though the market for sweeter white wines remains important. Keeping an eye on 

such changes has always been critical for Torres, but is even more so since the creation of 

its new consumer division, Everwines. While continuing their focus on wholesalers, 

restaurants, hotels and direct sales to Chinese consumers, their biggest challenge now is to 

figure out how to expand their wine sales all over China. The growth will be in second and 

third tier cities like Qingdao, Changsa, Nanning and Kunming, areas spanning much of 

eastern, central and southern China. Serving this new market required some changes in 

approach, i.e. different specialized staff, a more consumer-friendly image and a different 
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name. With the help of outside consultants, they drew up a list of 5000 suggestions, which 

resulted in Everwines, or Yongtao in Chinese, literally translating to “always grapes”. The 

name had to be easy for locals to relate to, unlike a distinctly foreign-sounding name like 

Torres. In addition, by ring fencing the consumer unit, they would protect the image of the 

300-year old company, as they cannot franchise the Torres name because it is very precious 

to them. That was why they created a new consumer division with a new name. 56 

One hundred cities are the targets of sites for Everwines wine bars, wine shops and 

counters at supermarkets and department stores. These locations have implications beyond 

sales and marketing, as finding staff familiar with imported wines in cities outside of the main 

centres will be tricky, according to Jim Boyce, industry blogger on the “Grape Wall of China” 

website (see appendix C). 56 

By October 2010, Everwines opened two independent wine shops in Chengdu and Xian, 

which helped to increase Torres China’s overall revenue by 6% to account for 19% of their 

Chinese revenue. Currently there are five shops and four counters in Hola supermarkets 

spread across Beijing, Shanghai, Xian, Chengdu and Nanjing. The company is also planning 

to franchise 20% of their shops, depending on the outcome of government approval. 56 

Torres China’s consumer strategy will need time to mature, something that could take years. 

For South African wine in China there is a big lesson to be learned here – success in this 

market does not happen overnight, nor does one big sale seal the future success of 

companies. Continuous monitoring of the market is essential, and the only way this can 

happen is with regular visits to China. Torres has proven the value of marketing family-

owned wineries to the Chinese, for they love to see the proprietor’s face and property behind 

the wines. Therefore, it is advisable for any South African producer who fits this bill to 

approach a company like Torres to handle their imports. It is the opinion of the author that 

dedicated South African wine counters in supermarkets, and even dedicated South African 

wine shops are necessary to help build brand South Africa in this, the biggest market of 

them all. Whether a giant like Torres will be able to incorporate a dedicated South African 

section into their stores remains a pipe dream at this point. Perhaps some wealthy 

executive, with a passion for South African wines, recognises the opportunity and decides to 

venture into this concept on his own accord.  

3.7 Distribution channels 

Twenty years ago, China did not have any distribution or wholesale network for imported 

wines. ASC Fine Wines and Summergate Wines, the two firms controlling the Chinese 

market for premium imported wines, helped to change all that. Their first 4 – 5 years were 

extremely difficult due to the lack of any distribution channels, and finding staff that knew 

anything about wine was virtually impossible. They had to hire on character and teach 

people about wine. Unlike other parts of the world where wine importers sell to wholesalers 

and distributors, who then sell on to restaurants, wine shops and private clients, 20 years 

ago this network simply did not exist in China. Instead, the Shanghai-based ASC had to find 

its own clients and build its own method of distribution, all with employees who had never 

even tasted wine. 43 
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3.7.1 Distribution barriers 

 

During the Wine Future conference held in Hong Kong in November 2011, Ian Ford (partner 

of Summergate Wines), and Don St. Pierre Jr. (Chief Executive of ASC Fine Wines) noted 

the following about the current state of distribution in China:  

 

“The growth in the market for imported wine has been matched by a decrease in 

professionalism for how wine is managed and distributed in China. The result is a massive 

rise in smuggled wine via Hong Kong and an increase in the dealings of counterfeit wine. 

Sustained lobbying from the established wine market to bring in tighter regulations governing 

distribution and control of wine across China should pressurise the government to intervene 

over the next 18 months. An import wine tax on volumes rather than values (similar to the 

regimes in the USA and Singapore) will deter smuggling”. 37 

• The issue of smuggling wines across the border from Hong Kong became a problem 

in 2008 after the abolishment of taxes and duties, while mainland China maintained a 

total tax and duty rate of 41%. Smugglers took wine over via train or simply walked 

over the relatively lax border from Hong Kong into China, and in the process made 

themselves a 41% profit. According to Tara Sheehan, public relations manager for 

Summergate Wines, which opened offices in Shanghai and Beijing in 1999, the 

smuggling is a very difficult thing to control, and it has definitely hurt their higher-end 

wines. Both Summergate and ASC has recently opened offices in Hong Kong, 

hoping their clients will buy the duty-free wines from them directly and then walk it 

over the border legally. 43 

• The National Sugar and Wines Corporation and its local branches were controlling 

the distribution of domestic products. Late in the previous decade, foreign and joint 

venture companies were, for the first time, allowed to use their own channels. 

However, regulation remains tightly controlled by the local governments. The China 

Light Industry Association and the Municipal Liquor Monopoly Bureau issue 

wholesale and retail licenses. These bodies are the gatekeepers to local consumer 

markets, which are distinct from the growing expatriate and western-educated 

Chinese market. Around 2 million wholesale establishments, which exist at all levels 

of the industry, operate with an average staff of about six people. The vast majority 

are one-man trucking operations. Beer companies have opted to control their own 

distribution, with wine importers probably following suit in the near future. 12 

• The local distribution system is so difficult, expansive and challenging, that even local 

producers are starting to use alternative channels. With cheap rents and inexpensive 

labour, it is more lucrative for them to operate a small shop selling just their own 

range than to pay off layers of buying, management and sales teams. 12 

• A local sales director for a large wine-importing company based in Shanghai said that 

for a wine to enter a Chinese restaurant, there are many different hidden fees. The 

biggest is the listing fee, whether on a restaurant list or a retailer’s shelf.  

These range from 10 000 RMB to 500 000 RMB (€49,500), and such payments are 

mostly under the table. Gift packets or payments are made to everyone related to the 

business – from sales staff, purchasing manager, accounting manager, food and 

beverage manager to the general manager and owner. There is usually a payment 

made to the restaurant for every cork returned, which ranges from 5 to 50 RMB. A 

proprietary payment offers the producer exclusive rights during a set period to send 
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promotional girls who are paid a salary and commission for every bottle they sell. The 

persons promoting or selling wine play important roles, since many consumers often 

do not know much about wine and will follow the promoter or the waiter’s 

recommendation. 12 

• Besides the hidden costs, logistics for moving goods around can also be a 

nightmare. In Shanghai, deliveries are made at night due to the city’s regulations. 

Payment terms are 90 days for wholesalers and 30 days for retailers. Don St. Pierre 

Jr. of ASC says that they have identified several market categories as high risk - local 

bars, karaoke- and nightclubs - because they are notorious for not paying their bills. 

What further compounds the problem is that this sector has a high turnover. Popular 

clubs may close overnight and resurface under a different name, but with the same 

investors. For this very same reason Montrose, who once was one of the major 

players among importers, is now in financial difficulty due to the amount of 

outstanding invoices. 12 

• Often the importer is directly involved in selling by placing a team to work with a 

domestic distributor. It is important to convince the distributor to invest resources in 

improving sales staff's capabilities to sell the product. The distributors serve mainly 

as warehouse- and invoicing agents who reluctantly devote their own resources to 

develop their territory customer base for the imported products. Alcohol distribution 

companies range from the more tightly controlled government companies like Ceroil 

in Beijing, to fully independent private companies with strong government 

connections. The challenge is to find well-connected local distributors genuinely 

interested in expanding their wine portfolio. 44 

3.7.2 The route to the Chinese consumer 

 

Foreign owned wine distributors brought wine expertise to the Chinese market in the 1990’s. 

In the past few years, with relaxed rules on establishing import businesses, private 

companies have entered this market with significant impact. They are starting to take market 

share from foreign distributors and have an advantage in being able to tap into local 

corporate and government client networks. 45 

While the Eastern seaboard capitals of Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou have a strong, but 

still growing wine culture, 2nd and 3rd tier cities (those situated more inland and with lower 

GDP’s per capita) are emerging as viable markets. Leading foreign and domestic distributors 

have good access to hotels, restaurants, bars, supermarkets and speciality stores in the 

major cities and have a sales force that respond quickly to customer orders. These 

distributors have a near full complement of brands and are reluctant to take on new brands 

and smaller foreign wineries, unless they come with considerable promotional backing. 45 

According to Ian Ford (Summergate), the Chinese market splits in two between an “open” 

and “closed” market. The open market covers all the traditional areas of supply through 

established importers, distributors, wholesalers and retailers. The closed market consists of 

a mass of uncoordinated local players with far lower standards of supply, storage, 

transportation and organisation. He estimates that 40% of wine is going through the open 

market and 60% through the closed market, comprising mainly of local commodity wines. 37 

Don St. Pierre estimates that there are now in the region of 20 000 importers and distributors 

in China. 37 



 

Supermarkets and hypermarkets are good sales channels, but they can sometimes charge 

shelf and promotion fees, and wines loose shelf space quickly if they do not sell well. 

Hypermarkets like Carrefour and Metro offer a wide range of imported and domestic wines 

with wine sections in their stores showing different countries of origin. 

Traditionally, wine retails through state

phenomenon has seen speciality retail wine shops opening in Shanghai. 

unique marketing strategies, offering educational events and wine and food matching 

seminars. 15 

Wine bars are becoming increasingly popular after dinner hangouts to meet with friends. 

Seeing these trends, some traditional Chinese wine, liquor and cigarette shops transformed 

into fashionable wine shops where they provide a range of wines rather than spirits. 

“Joymax” chain of stores in Shanghai is a good example of these transformations. 

Wine retail sales have increase

restaurants allowing patrons to BYO (bring their own wine) after legislation changes to stop 

excessive charges from within the foodservice industry. 

Figure 6: The Chinese wine distribution system 
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3.7.3 The advantages of the international supermarket channel

 

Chinese consumers are very aware of and trust international supermar

it as a symbol of quality, offering the assurance that

Figure 7: International supermarket chains in China

According to Charles Carrard, Commercial and Communications Director at 

Wines, “building your wine brand image in China consists in having a presence at 
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The advantages of the international supermarket channel 

Chinese consumers are very aware of and trust international supermarket chains. 

fering the assurance that no fake or counterfeit wines

: International supermarket chains in China 48 
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Carrefour has a wide selection of cheap and expensive wines. 48 
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ket chains. They see 

no fake or counterfeit wines sell there. 48 

 

According to Charles Carrard, Commercial and Communications Director at French Paradox 

“building your wine brand image in China consists in having a presence at 

a symbol of affluence and the Western 

as more Chinese 
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store representatives are of higher quality and more 
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trade channel is that it can help to gain a 

trade channel. Having a famous wine brand in the off-trade is a 

trade. Brand is key to the 
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Chinese consumer – if your brand is famous in the off-trade channel, consumers 

prefer it to other unknown wines in the on-trade channel. 48 

Having a strong presence at the international supermarket level presents several 

advantages. It has been established that “brand is the key”, but sometimes the first key is 

international supermarkets which create or reinforce the brand image of your wine. 48 

3.7.4 Different types of Chinese importers 

 

The following section will explore the different types of wine importers currently operating in 

the Chinese market. It is crucial for exporters to identify the core business of the importer 

they are dealing with, i.e. there is no point in approaching a “fine wine” importer if the 

exporter’s wine does not fit in with that portfolio. Although some of the descriptions might 

seem a bit tongue-in-cheek, the reality is that all of them exist and operate in the Chinese 

market. 

Type 1 - the importer of fine wines:  

Normally owned by foreign companies, but are occasionally Chinese-owned, and is mainly in 

the market for fine wines and famous brands. They insist on brand exclusivity before they 

spend any money on marketing, and claim that they are “the hottest thing” in the industry. 

Their general modus operandi is that they choose who they work with, not the other way 

around. 49 

 

Type 2 – the importer of small producers: 

He is a foreigner with good connections to luxury hotels and fine restaurants, where you will 

often find his wines. The company is not that famous, but the importer’s passion for wine 

makes more than up for that, and the wines he imports are on par with brands that are more 

famous. 49 

 

Type 3 – the opportunistic importer: 

This is the type of importer who used to own a nail factory (or door handles factory), then 

decided he needs something a bit more glamorous, and even though he prefers baijiu and 

rarely touches wine, he heard that he could make money from selling wine. He is looking for 

AOC Bordeaux at 1 Euro per bottle to sell at 30 Euros per bottle to his clients. 49 

 

Type 4 – the logical importer: 

He has 200 outlets in Beijing selling the most expansive (and expensive) range of baijiu. He 

then realises that he could sell baijiu and wines, but decides that he needs to create a wine 

range from scratch. He then takes a liking in a foreigner and decides to work with him. 49 

 

Type 5 – the 2nd type of logical importer: 

He is a food importer, and all his clients buy food from him. He realises that maybe they 

need wine as well, and decides to import wine from scratch. 49 

 

Type 6 – the passionate wine importer: 

He is passionate, knows more about winemaking than the exporter he is buying from, has 

travelled to most wine-producing regions in the world, and is not afraid to import wines from 

unknown wine regions. All that matters to him is the quality of the wine. 49 
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Type 7 – the “internet generation” wine importer: 

A young person with great knowledge of the internet who has the financial support to help 

him develop a website and start importing wines – he knows that he will make money from 

this venture. 49 

3.7.5 Conclusion 

 

Distribution is the key to success in China. At present, it is ad hoc. Recent economic growth 

has improved the distribution networks, especially around the major urban areas with the 

construction of roads, highways and infrastructure. For exporters who wish to enter the 

Chinese market, it is best to find a trustworthy importer who specialises in the wine industry. 

Building and maintaining good relationships with this distributor, as well as regular visits to 

China, will be the key to establishing a successful business partnership. Visits will be 

beneficial to understanding the Chinese market and the distribution network involved. 15 

 

3.8 Future prospects 
 

Bridging the cultural gap between China and traditional wine consuming countries will be 

one of the biggest challenges for the future. Differences are inherent even in the language of 

wine. There is no direct translation for the word ‘wine’, except hongjiu (red alcohol) or baijiu 

(white alcohol) which usually means spirits, but can also mean white wine. The more precise 

term for wine, putaojiu (grape alcohol), is hardly ever used. 12  

Despite all the challenges, importers do have a distinct advantage. Foreign brands, 

considered superior in quality compared to local brands, are in high regard. The international 

reputation and higher prices enjoyed by foreign brands confer a sense of achievement, pride 

and social standing in being able to afford the higher priced and better quality product. Large 

local producers are paving the way for importers who have much to gain from the marketing 

efforts of these giants. In every sector and at every price point in the market there are 

opportunities. Branded wines should enjoy greater exposure through the opening of new 

distribution channels via multiple grocers and discount warehouses. Premium products and 

luxury items will also have plenty of opportunities for those who can navigate the complex 

market. 12 

3.8.1 Predictions 

 

• China's wine production is expected to reach 2.2 billion litres in 2015, compared with 

1.09 billion litres last year”, according to a press release in April 2011 by CADIA. 

CADIA said in the draft of its 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) that sales income from 

the wine industry in China will be around 60 billion Yuan in 2015, up 85% from 2010's 

32.5 billion Yuan. 30 

• Ian Ford, from Chinese importer Summergate Fine Wines, said in November 2011 

that the market should be worth 50 million (9-litre) cases within 5 years and up to 100 

million cases in 10 years. Currently imported wine accounts for 23 million cases. 37 

• Wine consumption could grow by as much as 90% over the period 2009 – 2014, as 

changing lifestyles result in an increasing demand for quality wines. 58 

• By 2012, the forecast for China is to be the 7th highest consumer of wine worldwide, 

with a total consumption of 103.5 million 9-litre cases per year. 58 
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• Domestic producers will increasingly focus on medium- and high-end brands over the 

coming years in response to rising consumer sophistication – a development which 

will put upward pressure on unit prices over the coming years. 31 

• A growing number of spirits drinkers will shift towards grape wine due to rising 

consumer health awareness and the increase in tax on spirits brands. 31 

• Still red wine will lead growth within wine. Unlike rice wine, where demand is limited 

to men over the age of 45, grape wine is popular with a wide range of consumer 

groups. Still red wine is popular due to the fact that it is produced and heavily 

promoted by a large range of both domestic and multinational manufacturers. 31 

• Experts are sceptical that the Chinese wine industry will experience a quality 

revolution in the near future. Despite having a huge mass of land and diverse 

geography, China has an extremely inhospitable environment for growing wine 

grapes. The result is that Chinese wine connoisseurs rely on imports despite the 

country’s large production volume. Future technological advances and genetically 

engineered vines could help Chinese winemakers conquer their climate, but they will 

not need to do that unless Chinese wine drinkers demand better wine. Chinese 

wineries sell out all the wine that they produce and import excess wine from other 

countries to blend with their own in order to satisfy the needs of a captive audience of 

millions of people who are drinking wine for the first time. More and more people will 

choose to have a glass of wine, supplied from a multitude of vineyards under a 

growing umbrella of ownership, and probably increasingly so in Chinese custody. 1 

• China’s economic advantages forecast a global exporting giant that will continue to 

accumulate trade surpluses and use this capital to purchase controlling interests in 

other countries’ natural resources and industry. This applies especially to the more 

developed countries of Europe and the Americas, but South Africa could also be in 

the Dragon’s eyesight. Over the long term, the combination of absolute economic 

advantage in all factors of production, combined with mobile capital and technology, 

could result in a no-contest for even the best marketing strategies out there. 

Historically, international trade worked in the favour of all parties involved due to the 

fixed boundaries between countries that limited the extent of economic advantages. 

Some countries performed better in one area whilst others were relatively better in 

another. This is not the case when you awaken a sleeping giant with the 

opportunities of globalization. 1 

3.8.2 The role of wine education and tourism 

 

Education in China is greatly valued. People are highly receptive to learning about wine and 

the fascinating narratives associated with individual producers. Consumers, intrigued by 

Western lifestyle and luxury, understand the typicity of origin, giving producers ample scope 

for communication. 55 

 

As Chinese consumers are still relatively new to wine, generating sales requires 

considerable education and promotion, something that both foreign and private Chinese 

distributors are beginning to undertake. This involves educating shop assistants, waiters, 

hotel staff and the public. 45 

Wine education creates new career horizons for workers of any education level, and creates 

a new category of high-value, knowledge-based workers that can offer their services not only 
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in the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong, but also to other Asian economies. Specialist jobs 

created because of wine education include sommeliers, wine journalists, wine logistics 

specialists, viticulturists, winemakers, wine marketers and wine consultants. In today's 

market, the UK’s Wine and Spirits Education Trust (WSET) offers professional wine 

education courses held in high regard. For professional level courses that focus on trade 

training, purchasing and sommelier training, there is plenty room for growth. This is 

especially the case when there is only one person in Asia qualified by the Court of Master 

Sommeliers to teach advanced-level sommelier courses. It becomes clear, therefore, that 

there are not enough experts to provide training relevant to the Asian palate, particularly for 

those courses and workshops meant to provide trade-qualified and accredited training. 3 

3.8.3 Conclusion 

 

The question remains as to how much of the future demand for wine will be fulfilled by 

imports and how much will be fulfilled by domestic producers. While wine exporters to China 

dream of ever increasing profits, they may be disappointed if the Chinese producers out 

manoeuvre them, not only in the Chinese market but also by encroaching on markets 

elsewhere in the world. Chinese business acumen and strategic competitiveness are 

reasons to wonder if the market will be an important future market for foreign exporters, or 

alternatively will the Chinese swamp foreign markets as they have done with other products 

many times before. With a labour force of 800 million, arable land stretching over 1 400 000 

kilometres, modern business leaders with market savvy, no shortage of technological 

knowledge and capability, and massive capital investment potential due to the trillions of 

dollars of reserves available in the private and sovereign financial holdings, China could just 

be one step closer to accomplishing the above. 1 
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4. Hong Kong 
 

After more than 150 years under British colonial rule, Hong Kong was renamed the Hong 

Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) when it was 

transferred to the PRC at midnight on 1 July 1997. Hong Kong enjoyed a free market 

economy during British occupation, and it was promised by the PRC that under the “One 

Country, Two Systems” policy, the socialist economic system of mainland China would not 

be practised there. Hong Kong will remain relatively autonomous until at least 2047, except 

in diplomatic and national defence matters. The capitalist system has produced an affluent 

lifestyle for most of Hong Kong’s citizens, and the GDP per capita is ranked 13th in the world 

today. 50 

Figure 8: National flag of Hong Kong 50 

  

Figure 9: Geographical map of Hong Kong 50 
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4.1 Hong Kong’s potential as a regional wine trading and distribution centre 

The success factors behind London’s credibility as the most sophisticated wine centre in the 

world are its geographical location, well-established trading hub and wine culture, 

impartiality, excellent wine storage facilities and a favourable wine duty policy. 3 

Hong Kong possesses many similar advantages, which could help establish it as Asia’s own 

wine trading and distribution centre (WTDC): 

 

1. Geographical location: Hong Kong’s proximity to mainland China and Northeast 

Asian countries gives it an advantage to access the region’s fastest growing wine 

markets. Hong Kong can handle Asian wine trade with flexibility and competitive 

pricing, and support time-critical wine promotion events by making on-demand 

delivery and effective distribution of smaller quantities to Asian customers. 3 

 

2. A well-established trading hub: Hong Kong’s free port status (no import tariffs with 

exception of excise tax on a few items) has allowed it to evolve into a trading hub for 

high-value items over many decades. It is home to many experienced, well-informed 

traders who are familiar with conducting international business. It is also an ideal 

platform for international suppliers and Asian buyers thanks to its bilingualism and 

management efficiency. 3 

 

3. Zero wine duty: On 27 February 2008, the Financial Secretary announced the 

exemption of wine from all duties with immediate effect. The following positive effects 

were a result of the removal of wine duties: 

• A reduction of administrative burdens and storage costs 

• The facilitation of trade and distribution 

• Auction houses and fine wine merchants were encouraged to make Hong 

Kong their base 

• Wine tasting and wine consumption were encouraged 

• The first free wine port was established amongst major economies 3 

 

4. Free flow of capital: Hong Kong has developed over several decades into a very 

dynamic financial and investment hub, and ranks as the third international financial 

centre after London and New York. Its success in the financial sector is due to the 

absence of any capital controls, and the fact that there are neither capital gains nor 

dividend income tax. 

 

5. Brand marketing experience: Hong Kong has long been a prime marketplace in Asia 

for many branded lifestyle products such as watches, jewellery, fashion and 

cosmetics, and for fine wine to be showcased and marketed here will be a natural 

extension. Hong Kong’s brand marketing knowledge and experience might also 

assist mainland China’s wine industry to build up names in the international markets. 

 

6. The growing wine culture: The city’s wine culture trace back to a few decades ago, 

helped by its early interaction with the United Kingdom. The return of immigrants 

back to the city has helped to enhance the depth of its wine culture. There are over 

2000 wine liquor licence holders and 180 wine wholesalers, well attended wine 
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tasting dinners hosted at hotels and restaurants, deluxe hotel wine cellars bulging 

with vintage collections, and several wine societies, centres and clubs have opened 

in recent years. 

 

7. Impartiality: Hong Kong is not a wine producer, and this helps maintain a status of 

impartiality. Neither Old nor New World producers has any concerns over the city’s 

impartiality and credibility as a WTDC – a level field for wine trading will be 

conducted. 

 

8. Transportation connectivity: Hong Kong has one of the busiest ports in the world, and 

the Hong Kong International Airport is the busiest airport for international air cargo 

since 1996. Continued integration with the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtze River 

Delta on the mainland will allow the city to become a transportation hub, providing 

cost-effective services for both passengers and cargo to and from the mainland. 

4.2 Market analysis 

The local market is splitting at the seams at present. Although Hong Kong has one of the 

lowest per capita consumption figures of any developed high-income country in the world, 

virtually every wine from every country is available in Hong Kong. French and Australian 

wines make up around 80% of sales, leaving a very small piece of the pie for the rest. The 

market is limited in terms of its population, but is a good one in terms of value sales and will 

prove even more valuable as a platform to the bigger market of mainland China. Some of the 

biggest importers are Anrise – IMC Ltd., Cellarmaster Wines Ltd., Fico Ltd., Jebsen and Co 

Ltd., Sheppard Brothers Ltd., Merit Wine Boutique Ltd. and Northeast Wines & Spirits Ltd. 10 

• The Hong Kong economy is one of the least restricted markets in the world with an 

essentially duty-free policy. The increase in tourism, due to the loosening of 

restrictions on visitors from the mainland, helped to boost the economy. 51 

• No wine production exists in Hong Kong due to the climate and geography. The only 

exception is 8th Estate winery, which makes wines from frozen grapes shipped in 

from Washington State (USA) and Italy. 52  

• The total amount of wine imports far exceeds the total consumption figures, 

indicating that there is a significant amount of trans shipping from Hong Kong. In 

volume terms, wine consumption still accounts for only a very small percentage (+- 

6%) of total alcohol consumed, with beer (+- 88%) accounting for the bulk, while 

spirits (+- 6%) make up the rest. In value terms however, wine represents around 

50% of total alcohol sales. 51 

• Distribution of alcohol is less restricted in Hong Kong than in many other Asian 

markets. Wine is available through supermarkets, hypermarkets, convenience stores, 

speciality stores and the traditional on-trade channels like restaurants and bars. 

• Almost 60% of wine sells in off-trade channels via the two major supermarkets 

(ParknShop and Wellcome) which accounts for most of these sales – they import 

directly and have a wide selection of wines. Speciality stores carry a large selection 

and they are the other main source of off-trade sales, with some holding exclusive 

rights over certain wines. Watson’s Cellars are the largest of these stores. 51 
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4.3 The Hong Kong consumer’s profile 

Hong Kong is not a huge market compared to other emerging markets like mainland China 

or South Korea, due to its population size of around 7 million people. The market shows 

greater development in terms of wine appreciation and wine knowledge, and as incomes 

continue to rise, the demand for wine should increase accordingly. Most consumers of 

alcoholic beverages are aged between 18 and 45 years of age, and +- 60% of wine sales 

are through off-trade channels. 51 

 

The current wine consumer profile in Hong Kong consists of 51 

• Expatriates 

• “Returnees” – citizens who have spent time abroad and are returning home 

• Tourists 

• The semi-middle-class and upward income brackets 

 

There are no restrictions on the advertising of alcoholic beverages in Hong Kong. Any form 

of media is available to conduct marketing, allowing more specific targeting of desired 

markets. 51 

 

Consumers prefer red wine by an overwhelming margin due to the following factors: 

• Red is a symbol for celebration and happiness 

• Red wine is associated with perceived health benefits 

• Red wine is seen as suitable for most occasions including weddings, 

business banquets and other celebrations 

• Red wine is seen as trendy and fashionable 51 

 

White wine, considered easier to drink, is increasing in popularity with females. Served 

chilled, it is also well suited to the hot and humid climate, and matches well with seafood and 

chicken dishes, which are very popular in Hong Kong. 51 

 

Factors such as vintage, variety and country of origin, rather than brand, influence the 

purchase choice of consumers. Most Hong Kong consumers are not brand loyal and will 

change their buying patterns based on the latest fashion or trends. 51 

 

The most popular red wine grape varieties are Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Shiraz, while 

Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc are the most popular white wine varieties. 51 

 

Hong Kong consumers are generally more knowledgeable about wine than many of their 

Asian counterparts. They place emphasis on quality, but are also influenced by price. New 

World wines are providing a balance between reliable quality and reasonable price. French 

wines have a perception of higher quality due to their early entry into the Hong Kong market. 
51 

Hong Kong is the “Wall Street” of Asia and the home of fine wine and deep pockets. It is a 

bipolar market where people either routinely drink Bordeaux first-growths and other fine 

wines at outrageous prices, or buy low-end products. 55 
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5. The South African wine category in the Chinese market 
 

This section will cover the presence of South African wines in the Chinese market. It will 

explore the business relationship South Africa has with China, along with the role of certain 

organizations and government departments, which have mandates to assist the South 

African wine exporter. Furthermore, it will aim to give practical advice to South African 

exporters on how to approach the Dragon. It was the feedback from industry stakeholders 

which was crucial in obtaining an objective and realistic perspective about South Africa’s 

position in the Chinese wine market. 

 

Leading South African wine journalist, Michael Fridjhon, wrote in his blog that in Hong Kong, 

where a tolerance for higher-priced wines means the spectrum of what is on offer has 

breadth and complexity, brand South Africa is in reasonably high esteem. “When, over a two 

year period, duties and taxes on all imported wines were first reduced from 100% to 50%, 

and then removed entirely in 2008, consumer’s didn’t buy cheaper but simply traded up. 

They are willing to invest in quality and have open-mindedness about appellation. South 

African wines appears to be particularly well positioned, with wines like Thelema’s Cabernet 

Sauvignon available for roughly the same price as second labels of classed-growth 

Bordeaux, and Boekenhoutskloof’s Semillon fetching more than the seemingly more iconic 

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc from New Zealand. For them (Hong Kong) Chile is the 

discount category and Australia a source of reliable, but not overly desirable, reds.” 54 

 

5.1 The BRICS bloc of countries  

Europe and North America are still the biggest export markets for South African wines. In 

2011, China was the 11th biggest market for packaged and bulk wine, and the highest-

ranked country in Asia. 61 South Africa’s recent inclusion into the BRICS bloc of countries 

(together with factors listed in the sections below) could help to push China up the ranks. 

 

In economic terms, BRICS is a grouping acronym that refers to the countries of Brazil, 

Russia, India and China, and since December 2010, South Africa. All five countries are at a 

similar stage of newly advanced economic development, representing 42% of the world’s 

population and 18% of its GDP. South Africa's invitation to join the group has put it in the 

league of the world's fastest-growing and potentially most influential group of nations. The 

four founding BRICS differ widely in their economic indicators and demographics, but they all 

share a need to see the removal of barriers between the BRICS themselves to promote 

more open trade and investment. South Africa's inclusion is recognition of its strategic role in 

Africa and its ability to act as an interlocutor between Africa and the international community, 

rather than because of its population or GDP. The rising power of the BRICS lobby holds 

potentially far-reaching consequences for the relationship between China and Africa in 

general, and between South Africa and China in particular. It is likely to have a profound 

impact on China's rapidly growing trade and investment relationship with South Africa. 62 

 

The main priority of the BRICS is to ensure that the Doha round (the current trade-

negotiations of the World Trade Organization, which commenced in November 2001 in 

Doha, Qatar) is completed in order for the industrialised countries to scrap subsidies and 

protectionist measures to allow the developing world better access to global markets. Such a 
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move would boost the level of international trade, although it would shift the balance towards 

the markets of the south and the east. 62 

 

However, the China-South Africa trade relationship is heavily in China's favour, and it will 

take some skilful political arm-twisting to achieve a more sustainable trade balance by 

getting the Chinese engaged in more joint ventures, manufacturing and beneficiation in line 

with the country's recently released economic road-map, the National Growth Path, which 

seeks to ensure more leave-behind from foreign investors. Despite China's position as South 

Africa's biggest two-way trade partner based on South African exports of mineral resources, 

the European Union remains South Africa's most important export market and responsible 

for 40% of foreign investment. However, it is probably inevitable in the medium to long-term 

that China will become a more important export market for South African goods. 62  

 

Through skilful lobbying by industry stakeholders, South African wine producers would also 

be able to benefit from these trade relationships. 

 

5.2 Tariffs and preferential market access for South Africa 

China applies the Customs Harmonised System (HS) of classification codes. Tariffs are 

calculated at two columns according to the Most Favoured National (MFN) Rates and the 

General Rates. The General Rate is applied to those countries that have not concluded a 

reciprocal agreement with China. South Africa has a reciprocal agreement with China and 

therefore has MFN status. Customs duties are calculated ad valorem on the cost, insurance 

and freight (CIF). The duties can vary from 3% to 80%, depending on whether the imports 

are encouraged by the authorities or not (for wine it is 48.2% - see appendix A). 65 

Average tariffs on imports have dropped to about 9.8% in 2007, with agricultural products 

averaging 15.3%. While tariffs have come down since China’s World Trade Organization 

accession, a major obstacle to trading with China remains to be a variety of non-tariff 

barriers to trade, which includes administrative inconsistencies and import controls. 65 

Besides agreements on economic and technical co-operation between South Africa and 

China, as well as protocols signed in February 2007 on sanitary and phytosanitary 

agreements, no preferential trading agreements have been signed. 65 

Yet South Africa was one of the first countries to propose a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 

with China in December 2001. While talks between South Africa / the South African Customs 

Union (SACU) and China were reportedly underway in 2004, to date no progress was made 

on establishing a FTA. A FTA would have implications for future trade relations with overall 

gains for both China and South Africa. 65 For the South African wine industry, one of the 

advantages of having such an agreement is that it will cause a decline in prices, while 

importers keep the same pricing in order to make more profit. This will result in importers 

driving the sales on these wines to achieve a higher profit growth. 57 

A protective stance in the South African manufacturing industry specifically reflects the lack 

of ambition towards a more liberalised trading environment, especially given the 

controversies around the import of cheap Chinese clothing and textiles. As such, a China-

South Africa / SACU FTA have become unlikely in the near future. Talks around a FTA 

between China and South Africa have stalled, but a number of trade-related protocols and 
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: South African packaged wine exports (litres) to China (2006 – 2011)
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5.4 The role of generic marketing bodies and government institutions 

There are various institutions, marketing bodies and government departments promoting 

South African wines and assisting exporters to facilitate business in China. Whether they are 

successful in their respective mandates remains an on-going debate within the community of 

the South African wine industry. This section will give a brief overview of their respective 

operations. 

5.4.1 The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) 

 

One of the five core themes of the DTI is trade, export and investment, where it focuses on 

increasing levels of international trade, foreign direct investment and economic co-operation 

on regional, continental and international levels. 64 

 

The DTI recognises the importance of promoting trade and inward investment, and building 

trade and investment relations. It focuses on encouraging exports, in order to leverage 

global growth for the development of the South African economy, through the establishment 

of collaborative agreements with existing trading partners and dynamic fast-growing 

emerging markets. 64 

The Export Promotion Directorate is responsible for developing and promoting South African 

goods and services including specific technical interventions in terms of EMIA (Export 

Marketing and Investment Assistance) financial support, matchmaking, market intelligence, 

trade lead facilitation and in-market support. This business unit aims to increase the market 

penetration of South African companies in order to export products and services into various 

markets. The assistance provided is in the form of financial or non-financial assistance. 64 

The purpose of assistance under the EMIA scheme is to compensate exporters partially for 

costs incurred in respect of activities aimed at developing export markets for South African 

products and services, and to recruit new foreign direct investment into South Africa. 

The DTI participates in selected trade fairs and exhibitions abroad by means of National 

Pavilions. Assistance is provided to qualifying South African exporters to introduce South 

African products into foreign markets by participating in suitable foreign exhibitions. 

International Trade Exhibition Assistance is official country participation, on a small scale, in 

major trade fairs or exhibitions abroad, which highlights the country, its industries, strengths, 

comparative advantages and houses exhibiting firms. 64 

The guidelines for National Pavilions are updated annually, and general enquiries about 

them or the EMIA can be directed to the DTI call centre on 0861-843-384, or are available 

on the department’s website at www.dti.gov.za. 

5.4.2 Trade and Investment South Africa (TISA) 

 

This agency works under the umbrella of the Department of Trade and Industry and provides 

a one-stop shop for investors and exporters at a national level. On the export side, TISA's 

export strategy focuses on secondary or manufacturing industries and the development of 

SMME’s (small, medium and micro enterprises). Internationally, TISA's sales and marketing 

teams operate from around 50 diplomatic offices and provide core market intelligence as 

well as identifying opportunities and targeting key investors. The TISA offices utilise the full 
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range of communications to bring this message across, from negotiations to exhibitions. 

TISA is a flexible, customer-led organisation in terms of the services it delivers and the 

financial incentives it oversees, and carefully monitors its successes. An example of this 

would be the TISA-funded sector-specific Export Councils in partnership with the South 

African business sector, and the financial Export Marketing & Investment Assistance (EMIA) 

export incentive scheme. TISA's sector specialists have a clear understanding of and access 

to the various industries, and can therefore provide sound advice. They can be contacted on 

0861-843-384, or visit their website at www.thedti.gov.za/about_dti/tisa.jsp. 59 

5.4.3 The Department of Tourism 

 

The Minister of Tourism, Mr Marthinus van Schalkwyk, on an official visit to China, was part 

of the initiative that saw South African Airways (SAA) proudly launching its first ever non-

stop flight to China, when the inaugural flight landed in Beijing on 31January 2012. The 

introduction of non-stop flights between the two destinations promises to facilitate both 

business and leisure travel between the two countries. SAA will operate these flights three 

times per week. 64 

“The Chinese economy continues to grow despite difficult global economic conditions, 

bringing with it an increasing outbound travel market. This underscores the fact that airlift 

certainly forms a critical link between trading nations and tourism markets. It also comes at a 

time when China is emerging as a strong trade partner and an important tourism market for 

South Africa,” said the minister. 64 

 

In 2009, 42083 Chinese tourists visited South Africa, and in 2010 that figure increased by 

62.3% to 68309. The statistics from January to September 2011 showed that 59187 tourists 

visited South Africa, 18.1% more than the same period in 2010. The SAA non-stop flight will 

now enable Chinese visitors to experience the unique South African welcome and first-class 

service from the moment they arrive at the airport in Beijing, until they touch down on African 

soil. The opening of two new visa application centres in Beijing and Shanghai has also made 

South Africa as a travel destination even more accessible. The year 2011 was an extremely 

successful one for the marketing strategies of South African Tourism in the Chinese market, 

resulting in a number of key awards and accolades from Chinese trade and media partners. 

 

Some of the trade activities of the department in 2011 included: 

• the signing of seven joint marketing agreements with local tour operators 

• the training of over 1000 Chinese tour operators 

• an innovative campaign with China Travel Agent, for which the salespeople shared 

personal South African travel stories and created attractive itineraries. 64 

 

These measures will benefit the South African wine exporter due to the greater influx of 

Chinese tourists. It is of the utmost importance to create efficient channels for Chinese 

consumers to experience the Cape Winelands first hand, as many of them do with France’s 

Bordeaux. Not only will it help to make Chinese tourists aware of South Africa as a source of 

quality wines, it will also assist in building a “country of origin” blueprint in the Chinese 

consumer’s mind. 
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5.4.4 Wesgro 

 

Wesgro is the official Investment and Trade Promotion Agency for the Western Cape, 

located in Cape Town. They are the first point of contact for foreign importers, local 

exporters and investors wishing to take advantage of the unlimited business potential in the 

region. They also act as a complimentary division to WOSA with the aim to nurture growth in 

the Asian markets. The organization is funded by the Provincial Government and the City of 

Cape Town. 68 

Their services offered to exporters include: 

• Details regarding trade events like DTI International Pavilions and international 

exhibitions and conferences 

• Trade leads 

• Outward selling initiatives 

• The Wesgro Exporter Development Programme 68 

 

Wesgro can be contacted on +27 21 487 8600 / info@wesgro.co.za, or visit their website at 

http://wesgro.co.za/ 68 

 

Together with the Department of Agriculture and the Department of International Relations, 

Wesgro will be leading a mission to participate in the Yantai International Wine Exposition, 

20-22 June 2012, which will take place in Yantai City, Shandong province (refer to appendix 

F for a comprehensive calendar of Chinese and Hong Kong wine shows and trade events).58 

5.4.5 Wines of South Africa (WOSA) 

 

WOSA is a not-for-profit company, representing all South African producers of wine who 

export their products. The organization started in 1999 and has over 500 exporters on its 

database, comprising all the major South African wine exporters. It is completely 

independent of any producer, wholesaling company or government department, but 

government recognises it as an Export Council. 67 

WOSA's mandate is to promote the export and value growth of all South African wines in key 

international markets. In addition, WOSA holds regular marketing seminars for members, 

bringing international wine buyers and marketers to the country to communicate changing 

international market needs, demands and opportunities. Furthermore, WOSA brings wine 

and lifestyle journalists to the Cape on an on-going basis to expose the visiting groups to the 

physical beauty and cultural heritage of the region's winelands. 67 

The organization’s business scope is to: 

• Enhance the image and reputation of South African wines in key international 

markets 

• Assist with the development of new export markets 

• Assist with capacity building among exporters 

• Facilitate the development of South African wine tourism 67 

A levy per litre, raised on all bottled natural and sparkling wines exported, is funding WOSA. 

Their income has dropped due to the increase in bulk wine shipping which have a lower levy 
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than that of bottled wine. Su Birch, the CEO, announced that the bulk of the 2012 budget will 

focus on making Cape Wine 2012 a success, and if any additional money becomes 

available, China and the USA will be the recipients.57 

According to Michaela Stander, WOSA’s marketing manager for Europe and Asia, it is 

difficult to determine how much the DTI spends on the South African wine industry every 

year, since they do not have information on how many individual applications for funding (for 

producers to take up stands at shows in Asia) are approved. WOSA has been able to apply 

for funding for a number of shows over the past few years, but it is not guaranteed that their 

application will be approved, making it difficult to plan around these shows. It has also 

happened that applications have been approved late, meaning they had to withdraw plans to 

participate in the shows. Su Birch concurred that after three years of applying for a South 

African pavilion at Vinexpo Hong Kong, they are still waiting for an answer. 57
 

An interview conducted with Michaela Stander on 23 March 2012 at the WOSA office in 

Stellenbosch, highlighted the following marketing strategies for China: 

• “The Asian market is largely driven by advertising and promotion, and WOSA does 

not have a budget for these activities. We need to find innovative ways of promoting 

the South African wine industry. A co-ordinated producer approach would alleviate 

costs and assist in establishing a country image. Furthermore, it is imperative that we 

promote co-operation with other stakeholders such as DTI, Wesgro, the Department 

of Agriculture, South African Tourism and South African consulates and embassies to 

help increase the number of importers importing South African wines into Asia. That 

being said, the decision was made in September 2011 that with the limited funds 

WOSA has, our focus will be exclusively on the Chinese market and that the major 

drive should be around education.” To put this into perspective, WOSA currently has 

the second smallest generic budget of all the major wine producing countries, with 

only New Zealand having a smaller budget. That does not imply that  

WOSA will put in less effort than other countries, it only confirms that they have to be 

more creative and work harder with the limited funds available. 71 

• She stressed the fact that, contrary to popular belief, WOSA is not a sales 

organisation and they do not have a mandate to find wine importers and sell wines. 

Their focus is to create platforms at trade shows, like Vinexpo in Hong Kong, where 

producers can meet and engage in business with importers. Furthermore, WOSA is a 

marketing organisation always aiming to put a positive perspective on the South 

African wine industry. 71 

• She went on to say that, South Africa has an opportunity for building an image for 

premium wines by taking care of what wines enter the market. The general feedback 

from media and importers is that there are still too few South African wines with 

iconic status in the market. “Currently, South Africa is seen to be competing in the 

same price category as Chile and Australia, and although we over-deliver on quality 

at these price points, bilateral agreements between these countries and China make 

it harder for us to compete. Medium to higher priced wines will be more sustainable 

for South African exporters due to the cost of imports, consumer preferences and 

perceptions.” 71 

• “Another problem which we have is that most Chinese consumers associate South 

Africa with the rest of Africa, conjuring up images in their minds of war, famine, heat, 
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poverty and corruption.” Through education and communication WOSA will aim to 

change these pre-set perceptions into ones which will portray South Africa as having 

a Mediterranean climate (in the Cape Winelands), fantastic infrastructure, 350 years 

of winemaking heritage, leaders in production integrity and champions of 

environmental sustainability. In this regard, they are already working closely with 

Brand South Africa, who recently opened offices in Beijing. 71 

• In terms of wine tourism, the diversity South Africa has to offer makes it a very 

attractive package for Chinese tourists. Last year Cape Town received the vote as 

the most preferred destination for Chinese tourists. The positive link between wine 

sales and tourism must be protected and promoted, because every visitor going back 

to China becomes a brand ambassador for South Africa and its wines. 71 

• During a 2011 visit to the Wine Future Conference in China, Ian Ford from 

Summergate Wines confirmed what WOSA was suspecting for some time now: 

export labels and concept wines are something of the past – the Chinese are 

increasingly looking at labels with provenance and integrity, and that is definitely 

something that South Africa can offer in terms of its heritage, quality and 

authenticity.71 

WOSA’s 2012 vision for China is to promote and position South Africa as a producer of 

quality and distinctive wines, produced in an environmentally sensitive and ethically 

responsible manner. The four key objectives for 2012 are 71 

1. To pursue a value growth strategy: 

• Supply information and support to the focus markets of Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangzhou and Hong Kong 

• Education focused actions 

• Database of importers, media, educators and sommeliers 

• Co-ordinate South African presence at wine tastings and fairs (apply for DTI 

funding where available to participate in exhibitions 

 

2. To promote Brand South Africa in dynamic and innovative ways: 

• Partnering with relevant agencies to co-ordinate a unified Brand South Africa 

experience in visitors programs 

• Building relationships with key influences (media, educators, wine consultants 

and sommeliers) 

• WOSA website in Mandarin and other social media tools 

 

3. To grow the marketing knowledge base of the industry: 

• Research of target markets on new data and trends via the internet, 

magazines, journals, agents and embassies 

• Export guidelines booklet 

• Run Chinese and Hong Kong specific seminars for WOSA members in South 

Africa 

• Investigate the feasibility of appointing a WOSA representative in China vs. 

using project managers for different initiatives in different cities 

 

4. To promote tourism to the Cape Winelands: 

• WOSA website in Mandarin 
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• Assist South African wineries in becoming more “Asia friendly” at the cellar 

door 

• Vindaba 2012 

The following short Q & A session concluded the interview: 71 

1. Q: What are the differences between the Chinese market and more traditional 

markets like Europe? 

A: The most important factor is that, generally speaking, the Chinese do not know 

who we are and what we do – we cannot assume that they know we make wine, let 

alone quality wine at affordable prices. Most of them do not even know where South 

Africa is, and this continuous process of educating them about our heritage makes it 

such a different market compared to European counterparts. Producers also have to 

be realistic about their expectations of China – are they going there to sell wine or 

are they trying to build a brand? It is easy to sell two containers of wine, but if you 

want to build a brand, you have to be prepared to put in the hard work and build 

friendships first, do you homework about the cultural differences and be careful of all 

the unreliable companies that operate in the market. 

 

2. Q: Have you come across any “red tape” / bureaucracy-related issues that might act 

as a barrier to exporting wine to China? 

A: I think the biggest one is the lack of knowledge about import regulations and the 

paperwork surrounding it, but WOSA is working on an Export Guidelines booklet to 

assist with this. Secondly, the cultural differences could also act as a barrier. 

 

3. Q: What do you think is the potential for South African wines in the Chinese market? 

A: Recent research by Wine Intelligence has shown that Chinese consumers are 

becoming increasingly curious about our wines. The newly launched direct flight 

between Johannesburg and Beijing has shed new light on South African products, 

and it is our challenge to retain the consumers who are exposed to South African 

wines for the first time. We have to make sure we do not enter the market with cheap 

export labels, and if we are realistic about the volumes of quality wine we can supply, 

I think there is massive potential for South African wines. What is exciting, yet scary 

at the same time, is that we are starting on a blank canvas, and I think it is of the 

utmost importance that we do not “box” ourselves into yet another “cheap and 

cheerful” category, as is currently the case with South African wines in the UK. If we 

start to paint the canvas with our iconic wines, it will have a halo effect on the rest of 

them too, and therein lays great potential. 

 

4. Q: What do you think South Africa’s unique selling points are? 

A: Wine tourism, Chenin Blanc and Pinotage. 

 

5. Q: If you can give one piece of advice to a new South African entrant into the 

Chinese market, what would that be? 

A: Do your homework in terms of the cultural differences. Explore the tools and 

resources that are available to you from institutions like the DTI, Wesgro and WOSA. 

Protect your intellectual property and be prepared to work in the market. 
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5.5 Case studies: opinions from industry stakeholders 
 

The following case studies will examine the opinions of various industry stakeholders 

regarding the positioning of South African wines in China and Hong Kong. The information 

was obtained via published articles on the internet, personal interviews and e-mail 

correspondence. Not only have these stakeholders shed some valuable light on the current 

state of South African wines in this market, but they have also given some practical pointers 

to assist new (and established) exporters on how to approach the Dragon. 

Case study 1 53 

Mr Michael Jones is a South African account manager with Weber Shandwick (one of the 

world’s leading global public relations firms) in Beijing, and MD of the South Africa China 

Business Association (SACBA). In an internet article posted on www.bizcommunity.com 53, 

he states that it is disappointing to see that most dining-out establishments in Beijing either 

has no South African wines on their wine lists, or contains only extremely low-cost brands at 

ridiculous prices. 

“Chinese and other non-South African owned wine distribution companies are responsible 

for the majority of South African wine sales in China, yet none of them ever lift a finger to 

promote Brand South Africa as a source of leading wines. For the most part they try to make 

the most money off the cheapest wines – not exactly a sustainable approach for our 

country’s wine industry.” He goes on to say that, official promotions of South African wines 

are very low key and that our wines are promoted too irregularly and for the most part 

China’s burgeoning middle class has no idea that South Africa produces any wine, let alone 

being a source of excellent wines. 

He also finds it puzzling that most South African wine producers are complacent in 

promoting their own wines in China. It is easy to point fingers at government efforts, but he 

suggested that consortiums or companies must pro-actively target the Chinese market. 

“South African wine exporters seem either ignorant of China’s growing consumption market, 

or are so utterly scared of the foreign of foreign markets, that it is not even considered.” He 

has the following suggestions for companies already exporting to China but who do little to 

promote their own brands in the local market: 

• Impactful promotional events, if conducted in a creative manner, can materialise with 

a shoestring budget. 

• While the traditional media will always be important, industry specific bloggers are 

easier to interact with and passionate about their profession. 

• Chinese media and consumers are genuinely interested in South African products; 

they are surprised and enticed by our products when educated about them. 

Mr Jones created the following successful event checklist for these promotional events: 

• Find a local PR partner with appropriate media contacts and event management 

skills. 

• Create supporting background materials in Mandarin (Chinese media likes to copy 

and paste and rarely writes their own content). 

• Creative key messages that generate debate are crucial. 
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• Get a translator versed on South African wine industry terms (very rare, so allow 

ample time to prepare). 

• Find an appropriately selected venue with a suitable Food & Beverage manager (the 

Chinese are food-obsessed). 

• Supply the product itself or something unique as a gift to guests. 

• Follow up with the media after the event in order to confirm publication thereof. 

 

“French wines sell themselves with little effort due to an enviable country brand positioning it 

holds in China. The posters for Australian wines, especially the Jacob’s Creek brand, could 

rival Coca-Cola billboards in Africa with their extensive advertising campaigns. For South 

Africa, that day will only come when its wine industry starts to take the Chinese wine market 

seriously, as its competitors already have.” 

Case study 2 55 

Based in Hong Kong, Debra Meiburg is a celebrated wine journalist, TV personality, wine 

educator and in-demand speaker who is pleasing palates across Asia with her fresh take on 

the world of wine. On 13 May 2011, she was the guest speaker at a WOSA workshop held in 

Stellenbosch, and in her presentation “Approaching markets across the Pan-Asian region”, 

she had the following practical advice for South African wine exporters: 

• China has very few national distributors and producers should therefore target 

specific markets within the country and find appropriate distributors. Second tier 

cities, with populations significantly larger than many mainstream Western cities, 

offered good potential. 

• Producers could carve a niche for themselves by running cuisine-specific promotions. 

They should pick a dish and promote an appropriate wine as a way of engaging new 

consumers. 

• Gift-giving festivals such as the lunar New Year, mid-autumn and other national 

celebrations, weddings and corporate events can provide excellent marketing 

opportunities. (see appendix E for a comprehensive list of the Chinese traditional 

holidays and festivals) 

• South African producers should look at developing brand names that are easier to 

pronounce than many of those currently on international markets. 

• It is critical to develop long-term relationships with business partners in order to 

sustain brands. 

• In China, each province has its own diverse demographics with over a hundred 

dialects spoken throughout the country. There is no national cuisine as is sometimes 

perceived by Westerners, thus wine producers should consider localised palate 

preferences in what they bring to the market. 

• Low-end wines should not drive South Africa’s entry into China – instead the industry 

must bring their high profile, ‘rock-star’ cult winemakers to China to let them seed a 

reputation of excellence. 

• Given the low barriers to entry in Hong Kong, this market is still very fragmented and 

populated by high numbers of agents and distributors. It is important for South 

African producers to work with importers who have the ability to build brands. Hong 

Kong is also an important springboard to mainland China. 
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Case study 3 58 

During a series of e-mail correspondence between various industry stakeholders, regarding 

the DTI outbound missions and TISA funding for China in December 2011, Mr Jonathan Ni, 

marketing officer for the South African Consulate General in China, had the following to say: 

“When I joined the consulate in 2004, the only knowledge Chinese people had about South 

Africa was Mandela, diamonds, gold and only some were aware of the Cape of Good Hope.” 

When he promoted South African wines, he found that the Chinese people were very 

surprised. “After those years of hard work by WOSA, DTI, Wesgro, Dept. of Agriculture, 

many exporters and wineries and Chinese distributors, things have changed a lot and we 

have successfully completed the first stage. Now is the time to amend our strategy in such a 

way that all our resources and efforts are used in a more cost effective way to achieve 

greater results.” 

He went on to state that the reason why a lot of Chinese importers “disappear” of the radar 

after purchasing a container or two from South African exporters, is the lack of support 

received from the South African government and the producers. Once delivery of the goods 

were finalised and payment received, that was the last they heard from the exporter. Couple 

to that the fact that South African wines do not sell that well in China, the most likely result is 

warehouses filled with overstocks. By word of mouth, other importers also become hesitant 

to do business with South African exporters, and only those Chinese importers that have 

been to South Africa or are passionate about our wines, are still struggling to make this 

category work for them. In the past, the focus was to try to find suitable Chinese importers, 

but the reality is that if the Chinese consumer does not drink South African wines, South 

African producers will have difficulties to export their wines. The focus needs to shift to the 

Chinese consumers, and if they are happy, everybody in the value chain will benefit. 

In order to make the Chinese consumer establish a good perception of South African wines 

and differentiate it from cheap Chilean wines, it is advisable to focus on promoting wines 

above RMB200 retail, and not to encourage cheap wines to appear on the market. 

Mr Ni posted the following questions as integral to South Africa’s success in the Chinese 

market: 

• Who are brand South Africa’s targeted customers, and how to identify and motivate 

them into buying into the concept of brand South Africa? 

• What perception do these consumers have of South African wines, and what can we 

do to change that? 

• Can these consumers finally have the same perception about South African wines 

than they have about South African diamonds? 

• Can South African wines and tourism join forces to promote each other together? 

• Which principles of Chinese business culture and philosophy are important to result 

in successful business ventures? 

• Are Hong Kong Chinese the same as mainland Chinese, and if not what makes them 

different? Should there be a different strategy for them? 
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Case study 4 66 

Mr Martyn C Mills, of MCM Wines in Cape Town, started investigating the Chinese market in 

2002. At the time, he did not have any knowledge about the wine industry, the processes 

involved in exporting wine or the Chinese wine-drinking customs. Two years later he 

received a request for a private label and from that developed his own brand, “Martyn the 

Brave”. He is now a proficient wine exporter to China and claims that he has connected to 

Chinese people with an acquired emotional intelligence that is essential to doing business 

there. On 31 January 2012, he presented (via e-mail correspondence) the author with a 

speaker profile of himself. The Centre for Chinese Studies prepared his profile. In this profile, 

he highlighted the following aspects about the Chinese wine market and South Africa’s 

potential to infiltrate it: 

• South Africa has one unique selling point, which no other wine-producing country can 

compete with – the Cape of Good Hope – which is associated with magical beliefs 

and mysticism by all Chinese. “We should use this at every opportunity in 

associations with wines from South Africa, while connecting with the inner beliefs of 

the Chinese.” 

• From a business perspective, Western people have to incorporate the Chinese way 

of operating. Open mindedness and adopting the parameters of a completely 

different culture, language, protocols and etiquette are huge advantages. 

• Where Western thought is dominated by linear logic, early philosophers who saw a 

paradoxical balance of opposites in everything, influence Chinese thinking. 

Westerners tend to look for clear alternatives, i.e. option A instead of option B. The 

Chinese, on the other hand, will examine ways to combine both options, with the 

result that a Westerner might think a Chinese negotiator is being illogical, evasive or 

devious, when he believes he is being quite straightforward. 

• Westerners will build business transactions, and if they are successful, a relationship 

will ensue. The Chinese believe that prospective business partners should first build 

a relationship and, if successful, business transactions will follow. Virtually all 

successful transactions in China result from careful cultivation of the Chinese partner 

by the foreign one, until a relationship of trust evolves. 

• The logical development of close relationships is the Chinese concept of ‘guanxi’, of 

which the kernel is doing business through value-laden relationships. Guanxi is the 

counterpart of a commercial legal system. Where the latter, as is the case in China, 

is weak, the need to rely on guanxi is strong. As long as the relationship is more 

valuable than the transaction, it is logical to honour it. 

Further to the above insights, Mr Mills also had some practical suggestions for South African 

exporters: 

1. Become proficient in a few greetings and learn to speak a little Mandarin, which will 

help to open the mind of your Chinese counterpart and gain you some respect – 

never underestimate the power of relationships and respect in Chinese business 

culture. 

2. A first hand investigation of the market is essential to help cement solid foundations. 

3. Secure the services of a local Chinese person in South Africa to help with translation, 

contracts, telephone calls and correspondence. 
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4. Learn the value of patience and communication – what can take one year in Western 

business culture can take five years in China. 

5. The process of negotiating your price down is no disrespect to you or your product. It 

is an integral part of doing business in China. 

6. Learn about social etiquette and protocols: how to present business cards; the 

importance of bearing gifts to your hosts; the significance of where you are seated at 

a dinner table; when and how to toast and more importantly to whom; and never 

drink wine alone as a guest at a dinner table – you should always toast someone. 

7. Building relationships takes time and effort, lots of ‘courting’ and understanding. With 

a strong relationship, the ability to progress is faster. Without it, the ability to lose 

everything is easy. 

Case study 5 69 

Mr Jose Condé is one of the directors of Stellenbosch-based wine producer MAN Vintners 

(Pty) Ltd. His company has been operating with great success in the Asian markets since 

2001.  

He answered the following questions via e-mail correspondence on 6 February 2012: 

1. Q: How long has your company been exporting wine to China, and on average how 

many 9L cases per year?  

A: About 5 years. We do approximately 4000 x 9L cases / year. 

2. Q: Which cultivars or styles of wine are particularly popular or exported the most by 

your company to China? 

 A: Mainly dry reds - Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah. 

 

3. Q: In your experience, what kind of packaging is preferred in China? Have you 

encountered any resistance to screw caps or alternative closures?   

A: The more expensive looking packaging seems to be better. Although we use only 

screw cap, I believe there is a market preference for cork. In other words, yes, there 

is resistance to screw caps. 

4. Q: What are the differences between the Chinese market and more traditional 

markets like Europe?  

A: China is not an established market. Most of the wine companies are new. Many of 

them do other products besides wine.  

5. Q: Do you feel that the Chinese style of food and their entertaining customs influence 

the manner in which they consume wine? 

A: The answer is yes and no. On one hand, of course their customs influence 

consumption. However, on the other hand, consumption of wine is partially about 

wanting to adopt a more Western lifestyle. 

 

6. Q: Have you come across any “red tape” / bureaucracy-related issues that might act 

as a barrier to exporting your wine to China? Have you encountered any pitfalls when 

dealing with the Chinese?  

A: There are many fussy label requirements. I believe that you must choose your 

partner carefully. There are many fly-by-night wine businesses. 
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7. Q: Does your agent / distributor work with wine only or do they distribute other goods 

too, i.e. is selling wine their full-time business? If the answer is no, how do you feel 

this might affect your business?  

A: One importer sells many products, but their wine division is large and focussed. 

The other importer sells only wine. I believe it is a problem for the industry that there 

are so many companies that just “dabbles” in wine. I have seen this in other Asian 

countries and it usually ends up causing problems for producers. 

8. Q: Do you feel it is advisable to appoint a national importer or rather a regional one?  

A: I think it completely depends on your own business. It is possible that you could be 

successful with either approach. Very few importers appear to be truly national. Most 

of them will have a very strong focus on one or two regions. 

9. Q: In which channels do you sell your wine into, i.e. wholesale, retail, restaurants, 

hotels, online companies or gifting companies? Do you explore any other channels 

besides these? 

 A: It is left to the importer. It is my impression that they explore every channel 

 possible, but it seems that wholesale, retail, restaurants and hotels are the focus. 

10. Q: What do you think is the potential of the Chinese market for South African wines? 

A: I have a cautious approach to China. No doubt, you can build a significant market 

there. I think it is difficult to find the right partner. It seems that there is already a bit of 

a bubble in the wine market that could burst anytime. We will continue to work on 

China, but slowly and carefully. 

11. Q: Are there any advantages to approaching the market via Hong Kong, or would it 

be better to go via a mainland importer? 

 A: Most of the biggest mainland importers have a presence in Hong Kong and most 

 of the Hong Kong importers are working in China. The problem is, if you want to work 

 in Hong Kong, it may be difficult to find an importer if you do not give them the rights 

 for China. 

12. Q: Do you feel that generic marketing bodies (e.g. WOSA) and government funding 

(via the DTI) have done enough to promote brand SA in China? If not, what advice 

do you have for them? 

A: I do not have any complaints with either body, they have a difficult job with little 

budget. Of course, they could and should have a lot more money to work with. That 

said, I think it would be better for the DTI to work more closely with WOSA. The DTI 

has done some promotion at significant cost that could have been much more 

effective. WOSA has the wine expertise and knows how to present wines; wine is a 

unique product that has its own marketing culture. The DTI should take advantage of 

WOSA’s expertise. 

13. Q: What do you feel the role of wine education is amongst the Chinese public in 

promoting South African wines?  

A: It is a key role. Education is an important part of culture in most of Asia. South 

Africa should try to take advantage of this to its benefit. 

14. Q: What do you think South Africa’s unique selling points are?  

A: Great quality for money, Chenin Blanc and the tie in with tourism. 
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15. Q: Do you feel that South Africa would ever be able to rival the success of France in 

China, and why?  

A: No. France has super luxury wine branding sewn up. In addition to that they are 

able to create the idea that France = wine. There might be individual successes, but 

on a country scale that will not change in our lifetime, unless there is some freak 

ecological disaster that ruins all the grand cru vineyards. 

16. Q: What do you feel are the biggest challenges for South African producers to sell 

their wines in China?  

A: The wine world has one of the strongest country biases of any business segment. 

This bias is greater or lesser depending on the country and various historical factors, 

but the fact remains that given equal quality, South Africa faces a very strong bias. 

That, I feel, is the biggest challenge for South Africa in most of the markets of the 

world. In addition to this, the relative youth of the market is also a big challenge. 

There are very few people (even those in the trade, let alone consumers) that 

understand wine, that is why they tend to gravitate towards the old world. This will be 

a big challenge to overcome. 

17. Q: If you could give one piece of advice to new entrants into the Chinese market, 

what would that be?  

A: Understand as clearly as possible the challenges of the market, how your wines fit 

into it and act accordingly.  

Case study 6 70 

Joyce Cheung is the International Trade Manager: Asia Pacific & Middle East at Wesgro in 

Cape Town. She answered the following questions during a personal interview conducted 

with her on 1 February 2012: 

1. Q: What is the core business of Wesgro and what can they do to aid the South 

African wine producer with exports to China? 

A: Wesgro is funded by the provincial government of the Western Cape and the City 

of Cape Town, to market the province and promote trade (export) and investment in 

order to grow our economy and create jobs. We do not compete with export councils 

such as WOSA and FPEF (Fresh Produce Exporters Forum), but rather compliment 

them by helping them to nurture the export growth in China. We have generated 

quite a lot of the market knowledge and insights about China, thus we advocate and 

persuade WOSA to change their current marketing strategy from traditional markets 

to one that is focused more on China.  We also help WOSA and exporters to 

translate Chinese emails and convert their marketing material to Chinese. 

2. Q: Currently, there is no Free Trade Agreement between South Africa and China – 

do you think this is something that could materialise in the near future? 

A: I think it is difficult for South Africa and China to have a Free Trade Agreement, as 

our trade unions are very concerned about the influx of Chinese products into our 

market once a FTA is signed. South Africa suffers a trade deficit with China, and our 

government is currently negotiating with the Chinese government to assist us to 

address this issue. One of the proposed measures is to allow certain South African 

products to have easier access into the Chinese market, by reducing tariffs and 
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certain trade barriers. We are lobbying with the government to include wine as one of 

these products from the Western Cape that we would like to have access to the 

Chinese market. 

3. Q: Based on your experience, what kind of packaging is preferred in China? Have 

you encountered any resistance to screw caps? 

A: Cork is definitely superior to screw caps. As wine drinking culture is still new in 

China and the cork closure is traditionally used in most imported wines, Chinese 

consumers have the perception that most imported wine should have cork closures. 

This is different from Chinese rice wines which have screw cap closures. One of the 

reasons more and more Chinese consumers drink imported wine is to associate 

themselves with Western or trendy culture, so they would rather serve their friends or 

VIP guests wines with cork closures. 

4. Q: It is a fact that 80% of all wine consumed in China is red. Do you think that the 

Chinese consumer’s habits can shift to see them drinking more white wine? 

A:  Not in the near future. Most Chinese believe red wine is good for one’s health. 

The Chinese like to incorporate certain herbs or foods into their cuisine that promote 

health; therefore, they prefer to have red wine. The association of the colour red with 

happiness and good luck is not so much in people’s mind as are the health benefits 

and status associated with it. 

5. Q: What are the differences between the Chinese market and more traditional 

markets like Europe? 

A: Traditional markets are more straightforward. If the quality and price of your wine 

were good and competitive, the customer would engage with you in business quite 

quickly. In Chinese culture, it is different. Before the Chinese decide to do business 

with their partners, they want to know if they could establish a friendship and gain 

their trustworthiness. It is Chinese custom to always look keen after every business 

meeting, but do not let that give you high hopes, because the culture is to “never say 

no”. It is thus important to do a bit of research to find out who you are talking to 

(whether that person / company is well experienced in the wine business), in order to 

avoid disappointment. 

6. Q: What can first time entrants into the Chinese market expect? 

A: Expect to build friendships and networks first.  In China, very often a good friend 

or a friend's friend that you happened to meet in China some years ago will introduce 

a business partner to you. Sometimes you meet people completely outside of the 

wine industry, but they can in turn lead you to other business contacts that can be 

successful. The more friends you have, the bigger chance you have of making a 

success. Whether that friend works in the wine business or not, does not really 

matter. You must nurture good relations with a handful of Chinese contacts that you 

believe could assist you in establishing your wine business and let yourself be their 

“friend in South Africa”. 

7. Q: Do you feel that the Chinese style of food and their entertaining customs influence 

the manner in which they consume wine? 

A: Traditional Western thinking is that white wine goes with seafood dishes. Although 

the Chinese have a lot of seafood influences in their local cuisine, this is not the case 
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with them. For them wine means red wine only, whether it is “correct” to have it with 

seafood or any other food, does not really matter. White wine is mainly the choice of 

some women who want to differentiate themselves from others. Chinese people like 

to follow the trend of the majority, i.e. drinking red wine. They want to agree with the 

offerings of their boss and clients when socializing in the business circles.      

8. Q: With the emphasis on “wining and dining” your clients in China, what does the 

South African producer, who is thousands of kilometres away, do to keep his clients 

happy? 

A: It is so important for South African wine exporters to visit the market as frequently 

as possible, by attending wine shows or other trade events, in order to maintain the 

relationship with their Chinese clients. It is difficult to accomplish a lot during trade 

visits of a few days, so our message to wineries is to find a suitable partner who can 

take care of all the customary “wining and dining” on your behalf. The purpose of 

visiting trade shows is to find your partner or to strengthen the relationship with your 

partner, and not so much about engaging with end consumers. We cannot place 

enough emphasis on the importance of finding a right partner to represent you – 

someone who has the same mind-set to market your wines in China in the way that 

you want too. China works on the three-tier system of an importer who sells to a 

distributor who then sells on to retailers, hotels, and restaurants. Unless your 

importer is very powerful and has his distribution network covering the whole of 

China,  it is advisable to work with different importers in different regions, each selling 

different brands you created at different price brackets. This will avoid confusion on 

price and exclusivity, with no conflict between the different importers. 

9. Q: What type of non-tariff barriers can South African producers expect? 

A: Registration with customs and the Chinese labelling requirements. That is why the 

choice of partner is so important - not only must your partner have access to the 

targeted market, but he must also be familiar with the Chinese customs procedures 

and import regulations. The last thing you want is that your partner, due to a lack of 

knowledge of the system, cannot clear your wines at customs. It is recommended 

that you work with someone who is familiar with and has experience of importing 

wine. Your partner in China is responsible for informing you about wine import 

regulations, such as documentation and certificates required, as well as translating 

your wine labels from English to Chinese. When signing a contract with an importer, 

clearly state the period involved and the turnover expected. If the sales target is not 

achieved within the initial period, the contract could be terminated immediately 

without having to wait until it expires. Never let your Chinese partner trick you into 

letting him registering the brand in China due to the cost saving involved. If the 

relationship becomes sour, they will still have all the rights to that brand. Rather use 

an attorney from South Africa to register your brand in China, especially for more 

famous brands, as the extra cost far outweighs the risk of losing it all due to an 

ownership dispute. 

 

10. Q: Do you feel it is advisable to appoint a national importer or a regional one? 

A: I would strongly advice to use a regional importer, due to the physical size of the 

country and the different economic and cultural conditions that exist between the 

different regions. The whole thing of selling wine in China is about network, network 
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and more networks, and with some very well informed internet marketing out there, 

this could be a very attractive channel for South African producers to explore. 

However, forget about selling wine in China from South Africa via an internet 

network. The platforms are in Chinese, and this language barrier will make it very 

difficult for South Africans to sell wine directly to Chinese customers. The only way 

forward is to build a long-lasting relationship with an approved importer and let him 

market your wine for you, using these internet platforms. Unfortunately, as in any 

country, the reality is that there are a lot of “fly-by-night” companies and copying of 

brands taking place, so be very careful with who you do business.  

11. Q: Can you recommend any importers you deem to be beneficial to the cause of 

South African wine in China? 

A: We have put many contacts on our website – register online as an exporter in 

order to access the directory, but still use your own discretion and do your homework 

before you make any final decisions on whom to use.  

12. Q: What do you feel are the best channels in which to sell South African wines? 

A: I feel that South African wines best fit into the 100 – 150RMB category, but there 

is an opportunity for South Africa in all channels. We have the volume and China 

needs the volume. The younger generation wants to be trendy but also need to look 

at their budget, and it is in this segment where South African wines will fit.  

13. Q: What do you think is the potential of the Chinese market for South African wines? 

A: The Chinese market is characterised by the “Irish coffee” principle, where the 

“cream” on top makes up 10% of the market, and the “coffee” below the remaining 

90%. There is massive potential for some famous South African brands to become 

part of the “cream” section, in order to establish us as a producer of premium wines, 

and not just middle of the range wines. We need to let the consumer know that South 

African wine is good value for money compared to, say, Chilean wines, where more 

often than not the South African wine will outperform the Chilean one at 100RMB. 

The bottom line is that South Africa needs more media coverage to let the consumer 

know what distinguishes us from other wine-producing countries. WOSA’s message 

is “diversity is in our nature”, and there should be more focus on this.  

14. Q: How do we get the Chinese media to write more about our local wine industry? 

A: In order to attract the Chinese media to give more coverage about South African 

wine, it is important for us to supply them with articles written in Chinese, as well as 

beautiful pictures of our vineyards. 

15. Q: Which are the most important cities or regions for wine in China? 

A: It is very easy – the cities with the highest GDP are where all the action is at, i.e. 

Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. The coastal cities, with more connection to the 

outside world, experience greater influence from Western culture. Generally 2nd and 

3rd tier cities are the ones situated more inland, but they will need to be watched 

carefully, as their GDP’s will rise in the near future due to economic prowess.  

16. Q: Are there any advantages to approaching the market from Hong Kong, or would it 

be better to go via a mainland importer? 
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A: It is best not to put all your eggs into one basket, so approach the market via both 

platforms. Give your Hong Kong importer exclusivity of a particular brand, and your 

Chinese importer exclusivity of another brand. The Hong Kong exporter also has the 

potential to be more successful in south China due to its close proximity, but he could 

struggle in the northern parts due the differences in culture and language. Create 

different brands for the different cities. While the risk of brand copying is so high, it is 

better to diversify your offerings. 

17. Q: Should your brand image or packaging type be unique in order to express your 

New World origins? 

A: It is better to follow the top brands and look at their packaging styles. The classic 

French style of labelling works in China and it will be best to stick with a design or 

image type similar to that.  

18. Q: What do you think South Africa’s unique selling points are?  

A: When consumers look at wine, they also look at the status of the country of origin 

of that particular wine. The 2010 FIFA World Cup counts strongly in South Africa’s 

favour, along with our recent inclusion as part of the BRICS bloc of countries, which 

has helped to raise our status in China. Furthermore, South Africa fits nicely into 

China’s foreign policy of “embracing” Africa. Chinese consumers see us as a “first 

world” country in Africa. Wine tourism is another unique selling point and is very 

important in promoting our wine in China. Just as Bordeaux holds a lot of status as a 

wine tourism destination for Chinese consumers and journalists, so should our 

winelands be used to our advantage in order to raise our status in China.  The recent 

introduction of a direct flight from Johannesburg to Beijing will help to bring more 

tourists to our winelands. 

19. Q: Do you feel that generic marketing bodies (e.g. WOSA) and government funding 

(via the DTI) have done enough to promote brand South Africa in China? If not, what 

advice do you have for them? 

A: Wesgro, WOSA, the DTI and Department of Tourism as well as the Department of 

Agriculture should work together as a team to promote our wines in China, and this is 

already showing at the national pavilions at trade exhibitions. Wesgro has very strong 

relationships with the DTI and works closely with them to help speed up wineries’ 

funding applications for participation in trade shows. However, wineries should not 

expect the DTI to provide all the funding. They must still be willing to add some 

financial resources of their own, because the DTI funding remains limited.   

20. Q: Do you feel that South Africa would ever be able to rival the success of France in 

China? 

A: No, I doubt that very strongly. France has invested a lot of money into branding to 

give them their status as the foreign market leader in China. For now, South Africa’s 

focus should be on gaining more market share from fellow New World competitors 

like Chile and Australia, and that will still take a long time to achieve. The recent 

success of La Motte’s exports to China will go a long way to make more people 

aware of South African wines and help us to gain market share from other New 

World countries. 
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21. Q: What do you feel are the biggest challenges for South African producers to sell 

their wines in China? 

A: A co-ordinated marketing strategy is essential. WOSA has already started to invite 

key industry figures to give input on this. Without this strategy, our efforts will be in 

vain. Importers in China need marketing support, and South African exporters should 

not stop their efforts once the container leaves our shores. They must learn to work 

as a team with their Chinese partner to make sure their wines are selling well in 

China. Regular South African Food and Wine Festivals should be hosted in major 

cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. 

22. Q: What advice can you give to new entrants into the Chinese market? 

A: A good, well designed website with lots of pictures and info about the history/story 

of your wines (in English), but it must have a link to a Chinese version of the website 

too. Participate in exhibitions and work closely with your Chinese partner on your 

marketing strategy. Use whatever government resources are available to you to help 

with this (DTI funding). Lastly, make friends with Chinese people in South Africa – 

you will be amazed at how they can assist you. 

Case study 7 13 

Mr Hein Koegelenberg is the CEO of La Motte and Leopard’s Leap Wines in Franschhoek. 

He made a bold South African statement in October 2011 when the first 100 containers of a 

new wine brand he created, L’Huguenot, shipped to China. By June 2012, almost 2.9 million 

bottles of L’Huguenot will have landed in China. He answered the following questions during 

a personal interview conducted with him on 7 February 2012: 

1. Q: Who distributes your wine in China? 

A: We make us of three different channels. The normal channel in China is via an 

agent. We appointed Aussino Fine Wines as our agent channel. They not only sell to 

fine wine shops, but also own +- 120 fine wine shops of their own and have 

exclusivity over certain of the products we listed with them. They operate on a 

specific price mechanism structure that determines at which price the product is 

available to their clients. As soon as you try to enter a new channel with a different 

price structure, you sit with a problem. For example, a restaurateur does not want to 

know that the same wine he is buying from Aussino is also available in a 

supermarket for half the price, and hence Aussino insists on exclusivity for the wines 

we listed with them. We have been doing business with them for about 6 years now, 

and our sales account for about 8 – 10% of the total volume of South African wines 

shipped to China each year. There are other channels to explore, like agents who 

operate in the restaurant, hotel or retail networks, but we do not have such an agent 

and ours operates exclusively in the “fine wine shops” channel. 

The second channel we sell wine to, is the “gifting” channel. Here we sell our most 

expensive wines and they are not available to our agent. We have a joint venture 

with a company in China who imports the wine and sells it to a private network of 

corporate clients. These clients are looking for an exclusive product, e.g. the 

“Hannelie R” packaged in a wooden box. They are prepared to pay $100 per bottle 

destined as a special gift for someone, and if these wines should be available in 

other channels, their value will drop. 
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2. Q: Was this gifting channel the source of the 100-container deal that took place last 

year? 

A: No – it actually materialised via the third channel we make use of to sell wine in 

China. We entered into a joint venture with a company called Perfect China, who did 

not even distribute wine at the time. They are the second biggest supplier of organic 

products in China. They own their own warehouses and manufacturing plants, 

producing a range of products from organic foods to organic cleaning products. 

Perfect has 5000 outlets across the country, which service and supply thousands of 

individuals who sell product via direct sales within their own communities. 

 

3. Q: How did you meet your partner from Perfect China and where did the deal 

originate? 

A: A few years ago, I appointed two staff members to work for us in the Asian market, 

but more specifically in China. We identified the need to have someone present in 

China on a permanent basis to represent us, and their knowledge of the language 

and distribution networks and channels proved to be invaluable. They in turn 

introduced me to the president of Perfect China, Mr Woo Swee Lian, and for almost 

three years, our relationship was merely one of friendship and playing a few rounds 

of golf together. Mr Lian came up with the idea to introduce a wine into their portfolio 

to sell through their network. He started with a Chinese wine and sold 1.5 million 

bottles in its first year. He then suggested that we should enter into a joint venture to 

sell a South African wine in their portfolio, and from that the L’Huguenot brand 

developed and we formed a new company, Perfect Wines of SA. We forecasted to 

sell 2.9 million bottles in the first twelve months. This, together with our current sales 

to our agent Aussino, will mean that we should represent about 60% of total South 

African wine sales to China. The first shipment of 106 containers (1.33 million bottles) 

took place in October 2011, and was the biggest single export of South African wines 

at the time. We are hoping to ship the next order of about 50 containers in April 2012, 

and are aiming to end the first year of L’Huguenot with sales of 2.6 million bottles by 

October 2012. 

 

4. Q: How long was this deal in the making? 

A: We struck the deal while drinking a bottle of wine together, but you must 

remember that we were friends for 3 years prior to that. Part of their business 

philosophy is that you have to give before you can receive. Our village, which we 

built here at La Motte for our workers with its clinic, day-care centre and training 

centre, fits nicely into this philosophy. Coincidentally, Perfect China built 100 schools 

in poor areas in China. This shared philosophy of trust, respect and social 

responsibility helped to clinch the deal. 

 

5. Q: It seems evident that with volumes this big La Motte cannot supply the wine for 

the L’Huguenot range – where do you source the wine? 

A: Leopard’s Leap on its own already constitutes about 4.2 million bottles per year, 

and with L’Huguenot on board it forces us to buy wines. We make use of various co-

operative winemaking facilities, like Perdeberg, Wamakersvallei and Ashton Cellar, 

while KWV handles most of the bottling for us. 
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6. Q: How would you rate the quality of the L’Huguenot range compared to the 

Leopard’s Leap and La Motte ranges? 

A: The Chenin Blanc and Pinotage-Shiraz blend is on the same level as the 

Leopard’s Leap range. The more expensive Shiraz is on the same quality level as 

our La Motte Shiraz. 

 

7. Q: The L’Huguenot’s packaging looks very “French” – what was the motivating factor 

behind that? 

A: It is simple – the Chinese are obsessed with French wines and the closer we can 

keep our packaging to that formula, the better. Then off course, there is the notion of 

the French origins and influence in the Franschhoek Valley. 

 

8. Q: I have heard that Chinese importers complain about South African exporters 

disappearing after the wine ships and they have made payment. How important is it 

for local exporters to engage in follow-up contact? 

A: We appointed two people in China to help sell our wines and represent us there. 

Between our marketing team and myself we fly over to China eight times a year to 

help do tastings, wine evenings and promotions. You cannot just load the wine into a 

container for an agent and think you are going to make money from it. The Chinese 

do not know South African wines, so we have to go there ourselves to sell the wine 

from a family-values and heritage angle – all the things that tick their emotions. We 

cannot expect the Chinese to do that for us. We also found that a good interpreter, 

and the two people living in China who work for us, is crucial to successful brand 

building.  

 

9. Q: What do you expect to achieve with the L’Huguenot range? 

A: Our aim is not just to make it the biggest selling South African wine brand in 

China, but the biggest selling international wine brand in China. 

 

10. Q: Have you experienced any resistance to alternative closures in the Chinese 

market? 

A: Yes, China is a cork-dominated market and that will prevail. 

 

11. Q: Which styles of wine or country preferences do the Chinese prefer? 

A: Definitely dry red wines. Off course, France’s wines are the no.1 selling in China, 

but they also have a liking for Australian and Chilean wines. Therefore, I think you 

cannot afford to compromise on quality when entering this market, especially if you 

are targeting the gifting channels. If you are focussing on the so-called “gambei” 

market, you could get away with lesser quality wines. The fact that they don’t know 

South African wines doesn’t mean that they don’t know wine, and South African 

producers should not look to China as a dumping ground, because then you will burn 

your fingers. 

12. Q: What are the main factors differentiating working with the Chinese market 

compared to more traditional markets e.g. Europe?  

A: Their culture is so different compared to the Western way of doing things, and you 

have to understand that in order to be successful. Most European countries, although 

distinctly different from South Africa, still have a culture very similar to ours, which 
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makes them easier to deal with. If you are not going to accommodate the different 

Chinese culture into your business philosophy, you will not survive there. 

 

13. Q: Do you think there is a future for our Chenin Blanc and Pinotage wines in China? 

A: About 30 000 cases of the volume we ship to China is Chenin Blanc, and it works 

very nicely with their foods. Pinotage also seems to be one of the only wines to really 

stand up to their spicy dishes, so yes I think there is a lot of potential for these two 

styles. As Chinese women are starting to drink more white wines, we could see an 

increase in Chenin Blanc sales, but at this point, the male consumer still drives the 

sales with red wine. 

 

14. Q: Have you come across any “red tape” / bureaucracy-related issues that might act 

as a barrier to exporting your wine to China? Have you encountered any pitfalls when 

dealing with the Chinese?  

A: I have had more problems with my suppliers on this side making mistakes that the 

Chinese pointed out to me, for which they have now put in claims. They have very 

strict regulations, especially in terms of analyses and export documentation, with the 

aim to eradicate any question marks about the product. Fraud is a very big problem 

in China. Wines will be under-invoiced in order to pay fewer taxes, so the Chinese 

government has placed a lot of emphasis on making sure the whole export / import 

process is above board. This is however not something South African exporters 

should fear – do your homework, follow the procedures and work with a trustworthy 

importer who knows all the rules and regulations.  

 

15. Q: Do you feel it is advisable to appoint a national importer or rather a regional one?  

A: The important factor is the exclusivity given to the importer and not the boundaries 

within which they operate. In my opinion, “regional” does not exist, because where do 

you stop it? Someone can take the product to Hong Kong and from there slip it into 

all territories. The territory of the product and not the territory of the importer should 

be the driving factor. 

 

16. Q: Which do you feel are the best channels to sell South African wines into, i.e. 

wholesale, retail, restaurants, hotels, online- or gifting companies? 

A: It depends purely on what you want to do, what your product is and in which 

channel of distribution you want to work in. If you are working in the direct distribution 

channel, like we do with Perfect China, all you have to do is make sure your product 

gets on the list of the 500 000 sales representatives they have. If each one of them 

sell one bottle a month due to a decent margin that gets passed on to them, you 

have sold 500 000 bottles in one month. Your network thus will determine where the 

focus of incentives should be. 

 

17. Q: Where are the most important cities or regions for wine in China? 

A: Once again, I feel it depends entirely on your distribution network, what you want 

to achieve and what your product is you are trying to sell. First tier cities like Beijing 

and Shanghai are obvious choices. Dalian is the fashion capital of China, and the 

people there like to entertain and go out, so I feel it has a lot of potential. Further 

south, Guangzhou and Macau also sell a lot of wine. In the long term it is important to 
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have 3rd tier cities in your strategy, for they will eventually become 2nd tier cities as 

their economies grow. 

 

18. Q: Are there any advantages to approaching the market from Hong Kong, or would it 

be better to go via a mainland importer? 

A: Yes and no – it depends on your distribution network and your agent’s warehouse 

location. 

 

19. Q: Are there any differences between the Hong Kong Chinese and the mainland 

Chinese? Should we approach them differently?  

A: The Hong Kong Chinese were part of the colonial system for many years, and 

their way of thinking is more in tune with the Western way. Mainland Chinese were 

part of the communist system and thus their culture and way of thinking is quite 

different. 

 

20. Q: What do you think South Africa’s unique selling points are and what should we 

focus on? 

A: Research was done on what tourists want to experience the most when visiting 

the winelands of the world. It was found, in order of importance, that they want to 

taste, gain wine knowledge, have the wine setting experience, experience the beauty 

of the vineyards, match food and wine, have fun, enjoy the wine culture, see the 

architecture and art, appreciate the eco-tourism aspect, and lastly the health benefits 

surrounding wine. Why should we then promote our bio-diversity if it is only ninth on 

the list of what people want to experience? Currently there is no two-liner to say what 

makes South Africa unique. I think the focus must be on family values and heritage. 

We have 350 years of winemaking history and the heritage of the French Huguenots 

who came to our shores, but we are not packaging that concept now. For sure we 

have the bio-diversity and the soils, but in my opinion that should not be the focus. 

 

21. Q: Do you feel that generic marketing bodies (e.g. WOSA) and government funding 

(via the DTI) have done enough to promote brand South Africa in China? If not, what 

advice do you have for them? 

A: Our government should negotiate better taxes on wine with the Chinese 

government (as the Chileans and New Zealanders have done). The money saved 

from this can be used for generic marketing efforts.  

 

22. Q: Do you think South Africa will be able to rival the success of France in China? 

A: No, it is highly unlikely. Currently French wines account for 34% of all foreign 

wines sold in China, Chilean and Australian wines account for about 8% each, and 

South African wines for about 3%. We first have to triple our sales in order to get on 

level terms with our New World counterparts, before we can even begin to think 

about taking on France. 

 

23. Q: What advice can you give to new entrants into the Chinese market? 

A: It does not help to send your winemaker or marketing team (with all due respect to 

them) to China to establish your brand in China. You, as the owner of the brand, 

need to take ownership of it and actively participate in the market. Do not rush into 

China – do your homework and carefully decide on your importer, which territory is 
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important for your brand, and then put your distribution network plan into place. Do 

not sell your wine to an agent and think you have a client, because you do not (yet). 

An end consumer still has to buy your wine, and until you can find an end consumer 

who can take your product off the shelf, the responsibility remains with you. If you 

shift this responsibility to someone else, you will lose the power of the chain of 

distribution. The intellectual property of any brand lies within the distribution network 

you can create, control and manage. If, due to a fall-out with your agent, he walks 

away with the distribution network, you will have to start all over again. My philosophy 

has always been to be part of that network. Otherwise, I simply will not appoint an 

agent. My feeling is that this mind-set is still lacking in the South African wine 

industry. 
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5.6 SWOT analysis 

The following SWOT analysis will aim to identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 

and threats for South African producers who wish to export their wines to China.  

Specifically, SWOT is a basic, straightforward model that assesses what an organization 

(the South African wine industry) can and cannot do, as well as its potential opportunities 

and threats. The method of SWOT analysis is to take the information from an environmental 

analysis (this dissertation) and separate it into internal issues (strengths and weaknesses) 

and external issues (opportunities and threats). Once this is completed, SWOT analysis 

determines what may assist the organization in accomplishing its objectives (to increase 

awareness of brand SA in China and sales of exporters), and what obstacles must be 

overcome or minimized to achieve the desired results. 60 
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STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

• Pinotage and Chenin Blanc as 
unique selling points, match well 
with Chinese cuisine 

• Cape of Good Hope and Cape 
Winelands as a wine tourism 
destination 

• Volume of consistent good quality 
wine SA can produce 

• 350 years of wine-making history 
and French heritage 

• Many family-owned wineries, a 
value important to the Chinese 

• WOSA’s wine expertise 
• Part of the BRICS bloq of countries 

• Lack of resources and money from 
individual producers 

• Time delays in approving DTI 
fundings 

• No consistent promotion of SA wines 
in China 

• Lack of concerted efforts from like-
minded SA producers 

• Too much low cost brands in market 
• SA producers complacent about 

promoting their wines in China 
• Not enough after-sales promotion 

and support from exporters 

E
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OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

• Building trustworthy relationships 
with Chinese partners 

• Adding value to brand SA via 
Chinese wine ambassadors 

• Traditional Chinese holidays and 
festivals that can be used as 
marketing tools 

• Promoting SA as a wine tourism 
destination to add to our “country of 
origin” status 

• DTI to make use of WOSA’s 
expertise to spend money more 
effectively 

• Education is an important part of 
Asian culture – SA to take 
advantage of this to teach Chinese 
consumers about our wines 

• Regular SA Food & Wine festivals 
in the major cities 

• French domination of the market 
• Other New World countries with 

more market share 
• Distribution and non-tariff barriers 
• Fraud and copying of brands 
• Chinese consumers not aware of SA 

as source of quality wines 
• A possible “bubble” in the market 
• SA faces strong country bias 
• Relative youth of Chinese market 

resulting in not enough people 
experienced in dealing with wine 
(trade & consumer level) 

• Cultural differences 
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5.7 Conclusion 

From the case studies presented above, it is evident that the common thread of opinions and 

advice for South African producers and industry stakeholders are: 

• There are very few national distributors in China, and because of the cultural 

differences between the different provinces, it is advisable to seek a regional 

importer. Exporters should not look at China as a homogenous entity. 

• Gift-giving festivals, national holidays and other celebratory events are massive 

opportunities to increase sales through strategic marketing events. 

• Low-end economy wines should not drive the South African category, and producers 

must not look at China as a “dumping ground”. Instead, the focus must be on the 

middle price bracket, with additional opportunities for premium- and high-end wines. 

• South Africa’s heritage and 350 years of winemaking history must be the focus of 

advertising campaigns to get more tourists to experience the Cape Winelands as a 

wine tourism destination, just like France’s Bordeaux.  

• It is critical to develop long-term relationships with business partners first, in order to 

secure transactions and sustain brands. The understanding of Chinese business 

philosophy, culture and social protocols are non-negotiable for exporters who wish to 

find the right partner and be successful in China. 

• Labelling regulations and export documentation should not be feared as barriers to 

exporting – find the right partner who can deal with these non-tariff barriers on your 

behalf. 

• Secure the services of a local Chinese person in South Africa to help with translation, 

contracts and correspondence. 

• Learn the value of patience and communication. 

• China is predominantly a red wine and cork closure market, while packaging styles 

tend to lean towards the classic French look. Do not expect to whip up a storm with 

screw cap closures and bright, funky New World packaging styles. 

• Very few people amongst the trade and consumers truly understand wine. This is 

why the Chinese tend to gravitate towards the old world, and that will be a big 

challenge to overcome. 

• The Chinese do not know South African wines, and the only way to overcome that 

and finding end consumers to take your wine off the shelf, is to work actively in the 

market – your Chinese importer and distributor cannot do that for you. 
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6. Summary and conclusion 
 

China is identified as the country in Asia with the greatest potential as both consumer and 

producer of wine. Numerous distinctively different markets exist within the country, and a 

strong provincial government that answers to the national communist party guides the 

potential of each one of these “different markets”. The phenomenal growth of the Chinese 

economy over the past decade has encouraged international suppliers to export wines to 

China, thirsting after the idea of a huge potential market of over 1.3 billion people. 

Simultaneous to the boom in wine exports to China, there has also been a significant growth 

of production and marketing of wines by Chinese-owned wineries. 

China has a long history of domestic wine production, and 90% of all wine consumed is 

produced locally. Through joint ventures with foreign producers, the quality of Chinese wines 

have improved rapidly over the past decade, but due to geographical and climatic limitations, 

the country still has an inhospitable environment for growing quality wine grapes. This is the 

biggest factor standing in the way of their goal of self-sufficiency, and hence they will always 

have to rely on wine imports from foreign countries to sustain their newfound desire for 

quality wines. However, nothing is standing in their way to dominate the global wine industry 

through acquisitions and purchases of foreign wine companies and vineyards. 

 

The Chinese wine consumer prefers red wine, and it is unlikely that this preference will ever 

change. Traditional holidays and festivals play a major role in consumption trends. Their 

wine-drinking customs are completely different from the Western way, and most consumers 

place very strong emphasis on the country of origin. Distribution remains one of the key 

obstacles preventing successful penetration into this market. 

 

Due to the economic advantages China has, there is no reason to doubt the future of its 

wine industry, or any other industry competing with it. The outcome of open competition 

between China and most developed countries in most industries appears to be a done deal. 

While wine might not be the priority of the Chinese, they appear to have the ability to 

command the upper hand as they have already done in most other industries. China 

dominates in steel production, shipbuilding, railway equipment, consumer electronics, 

clothing, shoes, furniture, pharmaceuticals and many other industrial and consumer 

products. 1 Can they dominate in the global wine industry too? 

 

A dragon has risen, with massive powers of consumption, tempting wine producers from all 

over the world to explore its boundaries. In Chinese culture, the dragon is a respected 

creature of good fortune that brings abundance and prosperity, and not something to be 

feared. In a struggling global wine market, this message of fortune has never sounded more 

appealing. Not only has the dragon developed an insatiable thirst for foreign wines, it also 

has its sights firmly set on controlling many of these foreign territories. 

 

South African producers too have no need to fear the Dragon. Careful research of the 

market, learning about the cultural differences, finding the right partner and having the 

patience to build long-lasting relationships are key elements for success in this, the most 

complex of markets.  
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8. Appendix A – Chinese Regulatory Environment 15 
 

The General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine of the 

People’s Republic of China administers the laws relating to wine. The three main regulations 

are: 

• Wine standard (GB 15037) 

• Wine labelling law (GB 10344) 

• Standard of pre-packaged food labelling (GB 7718) 

A.1 Duties and taxes 

The Chinese government levies three taxes on wine products: 

1. Import Tax: 

o Bulk wine 20% 

o Bottled wine 14% 

2. Value Added Tax: 17% 

3. Consumption Tax: 10% 

The current tax rate for imported bottled wine is as follow: 

1. Import Tax (IT Rate) @ 14%: (CIF x 14%) 

2. Value Added Tax (VAT Rate) @ 17%: (CIF + IT value) x 17% 

3. Consumption Tax (CT Rate) @ 10%: [(CIF + IT value) / (1-10%)] x 10% 

Total import duty payable = IT Rate + CT Rate + VAT Rate + (IT Rate x VAT Rate) 

       (1 – CT Rate) 

    = 14% + 10% + 17% + (14% x 17%) 

      (1 – 10%) 

    = 48.2% 

The Import Tax Rate for bulk wine (in containers holding more than 2L) is 20% and thus the 

total import duty payable is 56%, using the same formula above. All taxes are payable in 

CNY (RMB). 
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A.2 Chinese wine standards relating to GB 15037 

Table 4: Chinese wine standards 

ANALYTICAL PARAMETER MINIMUM SPECIFICATION MAXIMUM SPECIFICATION 

ALCOHOL 7%  

DRY EXTRACT 

White 

Rose 

Red 

 

 

 

16 g/l 

17 g/l 

18 g/l 

VOLATILE ACIDITY 

(expressed as acetic acid) 

 1.2 g/l 

CITRIC ACID 

Dry, Semi-dry, Semi-sweet 

Sweet 

  

1.0 g/l 

2.0 g/l 

TOTAL SULPHUR DIOXIDE  250 ppm 

IRON  8 mg/l 

COPPER  1.0 mg/l 

METHANOL 

White & Rose 

Red 

  

250 mg/l 

400 mg/l 

BENZOIC ACID  50 mg/l 

SORBIC ACID  200 mg/l 

LEAD  0.2 mg/l 

ISOASCORBIC ACID / SODIUM D-

ISOASCORBATE 

 0.15 g/kg 

NENZOIC ACID AND / OR SODIUM 

BENZOATE 

 0.8 g/kg 

 

A.3 Labelling requirements 

Given the difficulties associated with translation and interpretation, not to mention the 

reputation of Chinese regulatory authorities for inconsistent application of the rules, it is 

recommended that labelling requirements be treated cautiously. Consult the relevant 

importer or agent for further details before finalising and printing labels. 

1. Name of product: the name of the product is mandatory in China. The words ‘grape 

wine’ should be sufficient. However, it is advisable to qualify this with ‘red’, ‘white’, 

‘sparkling’, ‘semi-sparkling, ‘fortified’ or ‘sweetened fortified’ etc.  

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

2. Ingredient list: given that wine production from a single raw material is possible, it 

should be exempt from the requirement for ingredient listing. A statement such as 

‘100% grape juice’ is generally sufficient. It is required to declare sweeteners, 

preservatives and added colour (legal in the case of fortified wine only).Rather 

declare the name of the substance (sulphur dioxide, sorbic acid, caramel etc.) than 

the generic category, e.g. ‘preservative’ or ‘colour’. This may pose some difficulties, 

as the Chinese regard sulphur dioxide as a bleaching agent, rather than a 

preservative, and the suggestion is that the generic category may be preferable in 

this instance. The declaration of added acids is also required. 

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

3. Alcohol statement: Chinese regulations prescribe the alcohol format. The alcohol 

statement should be in the form ‘Alcoholic strength xx.xpercent vol.’ Apparently 
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percentage mass is also acceptable and this may account for some of the reported 

disparity between results obtained from testing authorities within China. The 

tolerance between the actual and the stated alcohol is +/- 1.0%.  

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

4. Volume statement: the volume statement must appear on the label. The statement 

must be on the same display panel as the word ‘wine’. This should be marked as ‘net 

content xxx (ml)’ for bottle sizes under a litre, or ‘net content x (l) for bottle sizes over 

a litre. 

• Print height: minimum 3mm for packages up to and including 200ml; minimum 

4mm for packages from 200ml up to and including 1 litre; minimum 6mm for 

packages greater than 1 litre 

• Position: same label as word ‘wine’ 

 

5. Name and address: the Chinese agent, importer or distributor's name and address 

must appear on the label. The name and address of the producer is not mandatory, 

however if included does not need to be translated into Chinese characters. 

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

6. Country of origin: a country of origin statement is mandatory. Importers will usually 

request a Certificate of Origin to confirm this claim. 

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

7. Bottling date: the date of bottling is required on Chinese labels. If for instance the 

wine was bottled on 10 September 2011, the following would be acceptable: 

2011 09 10, or 20110910, or 2011-09-10. 

Compliance with this requirement could be extremely difficult as the standard South 

African lot labelling using the Julian date code does not appear to be acceptable to 

the Chinese. Neither can the bottling date be applied in the form of a sticker, reprint 

or tampering which suggests that the label itself must contain the required 

information. A reference to the placement of the bottling date is necessary on the 

label if the foresaid date is etched on the bottle. Negotiations with the exporter’s 

bottler are required in order to satisfy this traceability requirement. 

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

 

8. Minimum durability date: wines with an alcohol content of 10% or less are required to 

include a minimum durability date. Wines with an alcohol content of over 10% are 

exempt from this requirement. Nevertheless, many importers and/or regulatory 

authorities seem unaware of this exemption and it is advisable to include a statement 

such as ‘recommended to drink before (year)’. 

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 
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9. Product type: the product type is mandatory for China. The actual sugar content or 

the category can indicate this.  

• Print height: > 1.8mm 

• Position: not defined 

The following categories apply: 

 

a) Still wine 

• Dry: less than 4 g/l sugar, or up to 9 g/l provided that the total acid is within 2 

g/l of the sugar (e.g. content of 8 g/l sugar and 6 g/l total acid qualifies as 

‘dry’) 

• Semi-dry: between 4 g/l and 12 g/l, or up to 18 g/l if the sugar content and 

acid content do not differ by more than 2 g/l 

• Semi-sweet: between 12 g/l and 45 g/l 

• Sweet: > 45 g/l 

b) Liqueur wine 

• Refers to wines whose final degree of alcohol is between 15.0% and 22.0% 

after the addition of grape brandy, edible alcohol or grape alcohol, grape 

juice, concentrated grape juice, caramel grape juice and white cane sugar to 

the wines (total degree of alcohol at 12% or above) made from grapes. 

 

c) Sparkling wine 

• Defined as wines with a carbon dioxide pressure of at least 0.35 Mpa at 20oC 

(1 bar = 0.1 Mpa). The carbon dioxide must originate from fermentation. The 

requirement is relaxed to 0.30 Mpa in the case of bottles smaller than 250ml. 

The following type designations apply: 

Brut*: less than 12 g/l sugar 

Extra-dry*: 12.1 – 17.0 g/l sugar 

Dry*: 17.1 – 32.0 g/l sugar 

Semi-dry: 32.1 – 50 g/l 

Sweet: > 50 g/l 

* These categories attract a 3 g/l analytical tolerance 

 

d) Semi-sparkling wine 

• Wine with a CO2 pressure between 0.05 and 0.34 Mpa at 20oC. The CO2 

must originate from fermentation, and the sweetness categories are as per 

still wines. 

 

e) Carbonated wine 

• Defined as wines in which all or some of the CO2 originated by means of 

addition. 

 

f) Ice wine 

• Wines made by pressing and fermenting the grapes while they are frozen. 

This is the result of delayed picking of the grapes, keeping grapes on the 

vines when the temperature is below -7oC and picking when frozen (not 

permitted to add a sugar source during the production process). 
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g) Noble rot wine 

• Wines made from Botrytis Cinerea infected grapes toward the end of the 

ripening period, when their composition has obviously changed. 

 

h) Flor / Film wine 

• Wines whose degree of alcohol is ≥ 15.0% after the addition of grape brandy, 

grape alcohol or edible alcohol to the grape juice after the complete 

fermentation produces a typical yeast film on the free surface of the wine. 

 

i) Flavoured wine 

• Wine that is immersed in fragrant herbs or the discharged liquid (or distilled 

liquid) of fragrant herbs and uses wines as a base. 

 

j) Low alcohol wine 

• Wines made from fully or partially fermented fresh grapes or grape juice, by 

means of a special processing technology. Its degree of alcohol is between 

1.0% and 7%. 

 

k) Non-alcohol wine 

• Wines made from fully or partially fermented fresh grapes or grape juice by 

means of a special processing technology. Their degree of alcohol is between 

0.5% and 1.0%. 

 

10. Additional labelling information: all English information must translate into Chinese 

characters of at least equivalent print height – the only exception is for the name and 

address of the producer or agent. Labels must not be removable; neither can stickers 

obscure them. For mandatory items, the print height must be at least 1.8mm. 

 

A.4 Import procedures 

 

1. Customs clearance: standard documents are required for customs clearance, 

including an invoice, packing list and health certificate. 

 

• Inspection: the Chinese National Standard GB 15037-2005 indicates 

specifications in relation to inspections. It establishes a sampling regime, 

however the number of samples required appears to be ambiguous and it 

would be best for the exporter to contact his relevant importer for correct and 

current details. Inspection items which are tested by Customs are: 

- Sensory requirements 

- Alcohol content 

- Total sugar 

- Sugar-free extract 

- Volatile acid 

- Carbon dioxide 

- Total sulphur dioxide 

- Total net content 

- Total micro-organisms 
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These items must comply with the analytical parameters outlined in (A.2). 

• Transportation: the National Standard also specifies transportation and 

storage requirements. ‘Upside down’ or ‘horizontal’ transportation and storage 

of wines sealed with corks are required. Other normal requirements such as 

temperature control and safe packaging are advisable. 

• General: it is important for the importer to check all requirements with 

Chinese custom officials to avoid any compliance issues or delay. The 

importer should be able to provide the exporter with full details of documents 

required for customs clearance. Actual customs clearance procedures may 

differ slightly between different regions in China. It is therefore imperative to 

find an importer who is familiar with the requirements of the region targeted 

by the exporter. 

 

2. Agency arrangement and distribution: distribution remains the key obstacle 

preventing successful penetration of this market. The current method that importers / 

distributors use is to obtain a sub-license from CEROILS and then market and 

distribute the imported wine using their own connections and channels. CEROILS is 

the state monopoly wholesaler and distributor of alcoholic beverages and was once 

the traditional and main channel for wine imports.  

Today, wine exporters have the option of engaging large wine import companies to 

assist them in the importing and distribution of their product as well as sales and 

marketing in the domestic market. Exporters should carefully examine the 

commercial bona fides and the distribution reach of any potential distributor or agent. 

 

3. Import licensing: importers need to have a wine import license issued by the local 

provincial Wine Licence Bureau. 

 

4. Pricing and manner of quoting: CIF quotations in US dollars are preferred. 

 

5. State Administration for Entry & Exit Inspection and Quarantine: previously, the State 

Administration for Entry & Exit Inspection and Quarantine had to approve and 

register all Chinese labels before they could be printed and placed on the product. 

This process took many months and repeated itself when vintages changed. A 

mandatory label check at the time of receiving the wines at Customs, has replaced 

this pre-approval process. Labelling verification and control is part of the quarantine 

and inspection process. 

The consignee or its agent (the “applicant”) of packaged food or cosmetics, will have 

to provide two sets of sample labels of each sku (stock keeping unit) when applying 

for customs clearance. In addition to the sample labels and the related application 

documents, the “applicant” should also submit a guarantee letter stating that the 

sample labels conform to the requirements of the concerned laws, regulations and 

standards of China. 

To speed up customs clearance, the 'applicant' is allowed to submit the customs 

clearance application in advance before arrival of the shipment by providing the 

sample label and the related application documents, then complete the remaining 

procedure after the shipment arrival. 

 



 

The following flow chart will serve as a summary of wine import

was obtained from Cargo Services Far East Limited

based in Hong Kong (note: CIQ = China Entry and Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau)
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The following flow chart will serve as a summary of wine import application in China, and 

Cargo Services Far East Limited, an integrated logistics service provider 

(note: CIQ = China Entry and Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau)

Submit documents to CIQ for labelling 
approval

Deliver cargoes into bonded warehouse

Get labelling approval from CIQ, and label 
onto bottles (can be labelled at source if 

prior approval from CIQ is obtained via the 
exporter's agent or distributor)

Make appointment with CIQ for cargo 
inspection in bonded warehouse

CIQ perform inspection

CIQ issue Sanitation Certificate

Submit documents to General 
Administration of Customs of The People's 

Republic of China to complete customs 
clearance

Cargo released by General Administration of 
Customs of The People's Republic of China

Domestic sales approval

application in China, and 

, an integrated logistics service provider 

(note: CIQ = China Entry and Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau). 
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9. Appendix B – Hong Kong Regulatory Environment 51 
 

Hong Kong Customs controls all the importation measures, while the Food and 

Environmental Hygiene Department controls the compositional and labelling requirements. 

All regulations and legislations regarding wine importation into Hong Kong are available, in 

English, through the Department of Justice’s Bilingual Laws Information System (BLIS). It is 

most important for exporters to consult with their agents to ensure that their labelling and 

packaging are acceptable in Hong Kong. 

B.1 Duties and taxes 

Hong Kong is essentially a free port – no import tariffs, tariff quotas or surcharges are 

applied and there are no value added or general services taxes. However, wine falls into one 

of four categories, which are ‘dutiable commodities’, namely liquors. The other three 

categories are tobacco, hydrocarbon oil and methyl alcohol. This duty is an excise duty and 

applies to all commodities falling under the purview of these four categories, whether 

domestic or imported. 

 

Excise duty on wine halved in 2007 from 80% to 40%. In February 2008 the government 

announced a complete removal of duty on wine in order to increase the total business 

volume in trading, storage and auction of table wines by as much as HKD 4 billion. Duty is 

payable on the following types of liquor at the rates expressed as a percentage of the value: 

• Liquor with an alcoholic strength of more than 30% by volume measured at 200C = 

100% 

• Liquor, other than wine, with an alcoholic strength of not more than 30% by volume 

measured at 200C = 20% 

• Wine = 0% 
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10. Appendix C – Useful Websites 
 

• http://faostat.fao.org – Food & Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. 

• http://wineeconomist.com – A blog that analyses and interprets today’s global wine 

markets. 

• www.chinatradegateway.com – useful website to help new entrants into the Chinese 

trade market research their target areas and set up new business. 

• www.grapewallofchina.com – A China wine blog: The scene in the world’s largest 

market. 

• www.harpers.co.uk – Wine & Spirits Trade Review. 

• www.wesgro.co.za – the official Investment and Trade Promotion Agency for the 

Western Cape, acting as the first point of contact for foreign importers, local 

exporters and investors wishing to take advantage of the unlimited business potential 

in the region. 

• www.winebusiness.com – Home page for the Wine Industry. 

• www.winechina.cn – Information website about the Chinese wine market. 

• www.winechina.com/en/ – a website with informative content about the Chinese wine 

market. 

• www.wine-club.cn - Information website about the Chinese wine market. 

• www.wineintelligence.com – Research of different wine markets and market-specific 

newsletters. 

• www.wineplatform.com/en/indexEn.asp - Information website about the Chinese wine 

market. 

• www.wines-info.com/en - Information website about the Chinese wine market. 

• www.wosa.co.za – Home page for “Wines of South Africa” with useful contact details, 

blogs and news for the South African wine producer. 

• www.zhongguo-wine.com – Information website about the Chinese wine market. 
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11. Appendix D – Chinese Wine Importers 
 

1. ASC Fine Wines: 

• They are the top wine importer in China, with hundreds of foreign brands and 

a good logistical network throughout the country. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Fleur Du Cap, Glen Carlou, Klein Constantia, 

Meerlust, Nederburg and Two Oceans. 

• www.asc-wines.com/wine/ 

 

2. Aussino World Wines: 

• This company targets the medium to high-end market. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: La Motte and Leopard’s Leap. 

• www.aussino.net/indexnew_en.html 

 

3. China Star Wines: 

• This is a small, personalised, hands-on company specialising in South African 

wines. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Bellevue, Hillcrest, Creation, Delheim, Villiera, 

Cranefields and Wildekrans. 

• www.china-star.biz/english/e-home.html 

 

4. China Wines & Spirits: 

• Independent company; core business is the importation, distribution and 

marketing of quality wines and spirits into the Chinese Market. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: KWV. 

• www.china-wines-and-spirits.com/home1.html 

 

5. EMW Fine Wines: 

• They specialize in high quality, fine wines from family-owned wineries 

originating from prominent wine regions in the world. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Groote Post, Vilafonté and Warwick. 

• www.emw-wines.com/ 

 

6. Everwines: 

• Independent wines shops, wine bars and online shopping channel owned by 

Spanish giant Torres with focus on 2nd and 3rd tier cities. They are committed 

to bringing fine wines from outstanding family-owned wineries, from across 

the world, to individual wine enthusiasts in China. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Kleine Zalze. 

• www.everwines.com 

 

7. Globus Wine Company: 

• This is a young and dynamic wine-import and -distribution company in China. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Quoin Rock and Porter Mill Station (ex 

Tulbagh Winery). 

• http://globus-wine.com/ 
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8. Jebsen Fine Wines: 

• They established themselves in Hong Kong in 1991, representing a portfolio 

of leading premium wineries and brands from around the world. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Mannenberg (ex MAN Vintners), Neil Ellis and 

Rupert & Rothschild. 

• www.jebsenfinewines.com/Default2.aspx 

 

9. Jointek Fine Wines: 

• Established in 1990’s, this company has over 20 years’ experience in the 

hospitality industry and is one of the leading importers of international wine 

brands in China. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Amani, Cape Haven (ex Pulpit Rock), Du 

Plessis Family Wines, Havana Hills and Pulpit Rock. 

• www.jointekfinewines.com/index.asp 

 

10. Links Concept Wines & Spirits Merchants: 

• They are one of the leading distributors of wine & spirits Hong Kong, Macau 

and China, and one of China’s largest chains of independently owned wine & 

spirit stores. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Bonnievale Cellar, Journey’s End and 

Springfield. 

• www.linksconcept.com.hk/en/index.php 

 

11. Montrose: 

• They are one of the leading online-buying wine outlets in China and Hong 

Kong. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Oude Kaap (ex Boschendal) and Tall Horse. 

• www.montrosechina.com/default.asp 

 

12. Palette Wines: 

• Their portfolio, aimed at quality and value-for-money wines, focus on boutique 

wineries. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: none listed yet. 

• www.palettewines.cn/about.asp 

 

13. Summergate Fine Wines & Spirits: 

• One of the leading wine service providers in China, who imports, distributes 

and markets a powerful line-up of global brands that are best in class for 

reputation, quality and value. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Fairview, Goats-do-Roam (ex Fairview) and 

The Sadie Family. 

• www.summergate.com/index.php 
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14. The Wine Republic: 

• Importer and distributor with offices in Beijing and Shanghai, aiming to 

improve the quality of wine coming into China and to grow an understanding 

of the world’s great wines, winemakers and wine regions. 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: none listed yet. 

• www.thewinerepublic.com 

 

15. Top Cellar: 

• Online catalogue 

• Current SA brands on portfolio: Two Oceans 

• www.topcellar.com.cn 
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12. Appendix E – Traditional Chinese Holidays and Festivals 
 

The Chinese calendar is a lunisolar calendar, incorporating elements of a lunar calendar with 

those of a solar calendar. It is not exclusive to China, but followed by many other Asian 

cultures as well. In most of East Asia today, the Gregorian calendar manages day-to-day 

activities, but the Chinese calendar prevails for marking traditional East Asian holidays. 42 

The traditional Chinese holidays are an essential part of Chinese culture. Many holidays are 

associated with Chinese mythology and folklore tales, but more realistically, they probably 

originated from ancient farmer rituals for celebrating harvests or prayer offerings. The most 

important Chinese holiday is the Chinese New Year (Spring Festival), also celebrated in 

Korea, Vietnam, and other Asian countries. 41 

In Chinese speaking regions, traditional holidays are generally celebrated. For the most part, 

however, only Chinese New Year, Ching Ming Festival, the Dragon Boat Festival and Mid-

Autumn Festival are statutory public holidays. This is the case in both mainland China and 

Taiwan, whilst Hong Kong and Macau also observe Buddha's Birthday and Chung Yeung 

Festival. Each region has its own holidays on top of this condensed traditional Chinese set. 

Mainland China and Taiwan observe patriotic holidays while Hong Kong and Macau observe 

Christian holidays. 41 

Table 5: Traditional Chinese holidays / festivals and their respective customs 41 

DATE NAME CUSTOMS 

1. Last day of lunar year Chinese New Year’s Eve  

2. 1st day of 1st lunar month Spring Festival (Chinese 
New Year) 

Fireworks after midnight and 
visiting family members. 

3. 15th day of 1st lunar month Lantern Festival Lantern parade and lion 
dance celebrating the first full 
moon. Tangyuan (balls of 
rice flour and water cooked 
and served in boiling water) 
is eaten. This day is also the 
last day of New Year 
celebration. 
 

4. 2nd day of 2nd lunar month Zhonghe Festival (Blue 
Dragon Festival) 

Eating of Chinese pancakes 
and noodles and cleaning of 
the house. An alternative 
name for this festival is 
‘Dragon Raising its Head’. 

5. 3rd day of 3rd lunar month Shangsi Festival  Celebrated as a traditional 
Chinese Women's Day. 

6. At solar longitude 15o, 104 
days after winter solstice 
(around April 5) 

Ching Ming Festival (Tomb 
Sweeping Day) 

Visit, clean, and make 
offerings at ancestral 
gravesites, spring outing 

7. 5th day of 5th lunar month Duanwu Festival (Dragon 
Boat Festival) 

Dragon boat race, eat 
dumplings wrapped in lotus 
leaves (Zongzi). This festival 
commemorates the ancient 
poet Qu Yuan; drink yellow 
rice wine, related to the 
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White Snake Lady legend. 

8. 7th day of 7th lunar month The Night of Sevens (Magpie 
Festival) 

According to legend, the 
goddess "Zhi Nü" (the star 
Vega) fell in love with the 
farmer boy "Niu Lang" (the 
star Altair), but the 
relationship was disapproved 
by her mother goddess. As 
punishment, they were 
separated by the Milky Way 
and could only meet once a 
year on this night. 

9. 15th day of 7th lunar month Spirit Festival (Ghost 
Festival) 

Burn fake paper money. 
Make offerings to ancestors 
and the dead to appease 
them, so that they will not 
come and trouble the living.  
 

10. 15th day of 8th lunar 
month 

Mid-Autumn Festival (Moon 
Festival) 

Eat moon cake, family union 
meal, related to the legend of 
Chang E. 
 

11. 9th day of 9th lunar month Double Ninth Festival 
(Chung Yeung Festival) 

Autumn outing and mountain 
climbing, some Chinese also 
visit the graves of their 
ancestors to pay their 
respects. 

12. 15th day of the 10th lunar 
month 

Spirit Festival (Water Lantern 
Festival) 

Set flower shaped lanterns 
adrift in a stream or river at 
sundown, give offerings to 
the deceased whose 
wandering spirits/ghosts may 
return at night to visit.  
 

13. 21st or 22nd December Winter Solstice Festival (Mid-
Winter Festival) 

Have Tangyuan and Jiuniang 
(a sweet soup or pudding-
like dish made by fermenting 
glutinous rice) and worship 
the ancestors, feast day, 
family gatherings, also 
named "Chinese 
Thanksgiving". 
 

14. 8th day of 12th lunar 
month 

Laba Festival (Congee 
Festival) 

This is the day the Buddha 
attained enlightenment. 
People usually eat Laba 
congee, which is rice 
porridge mixed with grains 
and fruits. 
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Table 6: Dates for Chinese Traditional Festivals (2012 – 2015) 41 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 

1. Spring Festival 
(Chinese New Year) 

23 January 10 February 31 January 19 February 

2. Lantern Festival 06 February 24 February 14 February 05 March 

3. Zhonghe Festival 
(Blue Dragon 
Festival) 

23 February 13 March 02 March 21 March 

4. Shangsi Festival  24 March 12 April 02 April 21 April 
5. Ching Ming 
Festival (Tomb 
Sweeping Day) 

04 April 04 April 05 April 05 April 

6. Duanwu Festival 
(Dragon Boat 
Festival) 

23 June 12 June 02 June 20 June 

7. The Night of 
Sevens (Magpie 
Festival) 

23 August 13 August 02 August 20 August 

8. Spirit Festival 
(Ghost Festival) 

31 August 21 August 10 August 28 August 

9. Mid-Autumn 
Festival (Moon 
Festival) 

30 September 19 September 08 September 27 September 

10. Double Ninth 
Festival (Chung 
Yeung Festival) 

23 October 13 October 02 October 21 October 

11. Spirit Festival 
(Water Lantern 
Festival) 

28 November 17 November 06 December 26 November 

12. Winter Solstice 
Festival (Mid-Winter 
Festival) 

19 December 9 December 28 December 17 December 

13. Laba Festival 
(Congee Festival) 

19 January* 8 January* 27 January* 17 January* 

* Denotes the following Gregorian civil year 
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13. Appendix F – Major Wine Shows & Trade Events for 2012 
 

The following list details the name and dates for some of the major Chinese (and Hong 

Kong) wine-related shows and exhibitions listed for 2012, in chronological order. South 

African producers (or their agents) who wish to attend these events can use the website 

information to contact the show organisers. Even though the dates listed below are relevant 

for 2012 only, most of the shows have been repeating themselves since their respective 

inceptions at more or less the same time every year, and the websites should still be 

relevant for future years too. 

1. China Best Value Wine & Spirits Awards, Hong Kong: 20 February 2012 

www.chinawineawards.com 

 

2. China International Wine & Spirits Competition (Wine China Expo), Beijing: 23 – 25 

April 2012 

www.winechinaexhibition.com/en 

 

3. 2nd Shanghai International Wine Tasting Meeting, Shanghai: 26 April 2012  

www.winechinaexhibition.com/en/shanghaiwinetastingmeeting.html 

  

4. China International Aviation Food & Supplies Exhibition, Shanghai: 03 – 05 May 

2012 

www.aviationfoodfair.com/en/aboutzs.asp 

 

5. The 8th Shanghai International Wine & Spirits Exhibition, Shanghai: 03 - 05 May 2012 

www.winefair.com.cn/Beverage/en/ 

 

6. SIAL China 2012, Shanghai: 09 – 11 May 2012 

www.sialchina.com/sial-china-2012 

 

7. The 2nd China Expo and International Food & Beverage Fair, Xi’an: 28 - 31 May 2012  

www.winefair.com.cn/sugar/en/ 

 

8. Vinexpo Asia-Pacific, Hong Kong: 29 – 31 May 2012 

www.vinexpo.com/en/ 

 

9. Top Wine China, Beijing: 4 – 6 June 2012 

www.topwinechina.com 

 

10. The Yantai International Wine Festival, Yantai: 20 – 22 June 2012 

www.wine-china.org/index-en.htm 

 

11. CIFIT China, Xiamen: 08 – 11 September 2012 

www.chinafair.org.cn/english/index/index.aspx 

 

12. The 8th Shanghai Wine & Spirits Festival, Shanghai: 26 September – 02 October 

2012 

www.winefair.com.cn/Drink/en/ 
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13. Hong Kong Wine & Dine Festival, Hong Kong: October – November 2012 (exact date 

to be announced) 

www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/events/signature-events-list.html 

 

14. Hong Kong International Wine & Spirits Fair, Hong Kong: 08 – 10 November 2012 

www.hktdc.com/fair/hkwinefair-en/HKTDC-Hong-Kong-International-Wine-and-

Spirits-Fair.html 

 

15. FHC China 2012, Shanghai: 14 – 16 November 2012 

www.fhcchina.com/en/index.asp 

 

16. South African Expo, Beijing: 24 – 30 November 2012 

www.wesgro.co.za/exporter/event/exhibition-south-african-expo--24-11-2011 

 

17. The 9th Shanghai International Wine & Spirits Exhibition, Shanghai: 28 – 30 

November 2012 

www.winefair.com.cn/wine/en/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


